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Dean’s Anticipated Trial Testimony--

From The Beginning Up Until March 21, 1973.~

Significant discrepancies between Dean’s anticipated tria!
testimony and his previous testimony, or between Dean’s
testimony and that of other Government witnesses or evi-
dence, are footnoted.
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Background

Dean joined the White House as Counsel in July, 1970;

previously he was Associate Deputy Attorney General. Krogh

recommended him. Might want to go into the circumstances

of Mitchell’s seeking to keep Dean at Justice.

Duties of the position of Counsel, including Justice

liaison. (Dean’s role in receiving demonstration intelligence

information was related to demostrations; distinguish between

this limited role and the role of Strachan in passing political

intelligence from CRP up into the White House.)

Dean’s chain of command:

both Haldeman and Ehrlichman.

was generally responsible to

Ascertain frequency of contact

with Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Colson, President, Gray, Mitchell.

Circumstances of Dean’s learning that his "resignation

had been accepted" on April 30, 1973.

Dean’s Office and Logs

Dean had one principal secretary, Jane Thomas; he super-

vised a nun~er of persons in the Counsel’s office; role of

Deputy Fred Fielding.
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Dean did not keep a desk diary or 10g showfng appoint-

ments, meetings, etc. His secretary .~.ordinarily kept tele-

phone logs listing names of persons Dean talked to or wanted

to talk to, and persons who called him, when the call was

placed through Miss Thomas. However, the logs do not list

exact times of calls, or indicate who called whom, or indicate

whether the call was completed. Moreover, Dean placed many

calls himself, both inside and outside the ~ite House. In

addition, Dean had a special line (inner-office or "IO" line)

which linked a phone on his desk directly with similar

phones of Colson, Ha!deman, and Ehrlichman. Thus Dean’s

phone logs are incomplete, and especially with respect to

outgoing calls and to calls to and from others on the "IO"

line.

White House Intelligence Activities

Dean can testify to the intense interest of Haldeman,

Ehrlichman, and Colson in intelligence; knowledge by Haldeman

and Ehrlichman of White House-sponsored intelligence proposals

involving illegal electronie surveillance (the "Huston Plan"

and "Operation Sandwedge"); Ehrlichman’s use of Caulfield and

Ulasewicz for intelligence work; and Mitchell’s use of

Caulfield and interest in "Sandwedge." However, some or al!
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of this testimony may be inadmissible even on the issue of

motive absent a showing that :those directly involved in

the Watergate break-in knew of these proposals and activities

and thus might "expose" them if they cooperated with

investigators.

Hiring of Liddy

In late 1971, Magruder and Strachan asked Dean to recommend

someone for the position of General Counsel at CRP. The

person who filled this position would do legal work and would

also be concerned with the problem of demonstrations against

the campalgn and with gathering intelligence relating to

demonstrations. Dean inquired of Krogh if Young was available,

and Krogh suggested Liddy. Shortly thereafter, Krogh told

Dean that Krqgh had secured Ehrlichman’s approval for Liddy

to leave the White House and go to CRP. (Admissible?) Dean

interviewed Liddy in Krogh’s presence; the intelligence

function was among those discussed. Then, in or about late

November, 1971, Dean arranged for Liddy to meet with Mitchell.

(Refresh with Mitchell’s log.) At that~meeting there was

discussion of the intelligence function, and Liddy said he

would prepare for Mitchell an appropriate intelligence plan

when he became familiar with the problem. Thereafter,

Magruder requested that Dean bring Liddy for an interview,
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and Dean did so, at Magruder’s office. (Refresh with

Magruder’s diary.) At that meeting there was also discussion

of Liddy[s intelligence function, and Liddy again said he

would have to familiarize himself with the problem before

making recommendations.

Million Dollar Meeting

On January 27, 1972, ~ean met in Mitchell’s office ~ith

Mitchell, Magruder, and Liddy, (Mitchell’s book.) Magruder

had asked Dean to attend; Magruder told Dean Liddy would

present his intelligence plan. (Dean logs show a Magruder

call on January 25.) Liddy presented a large-scale plan

involving mugging, prostitutes, and electronic surveillance,

including but not limited to wiretapping, which activities

were sketched on colored charts mounted on an ease!. Different

parts of the plan were identified by code names. The overall

organization chart demonstrated how the entire program would

be "removed" from CRP and Liddy gave assurances thatthe program

would not be "traceable" to CRP. Liddy said the entire program

would cost a million dollars.

Mitchell stated that that was not exactly what he had in

mind and requested Liddy redraft the plan in terms of less cost.
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Mitchell also stated in substance that he was more interested

in the particular problem of demonstrations. Mitchell did not

disapprove of the proposals for electronic surveillance or

protest that any of the activities proposed were illegal.

Liddy’s presentation lasted 30-40 minutes.

After the meeting, Dean told Liddy to destroy the charts,

and Liddy said he would do so.

Half Million Dollar Meeting

On February 4, 1972, Dean attended a second meeting in

Mitchel!’s office that had again been set up by Magruder for

Liddy to present a revised proposal. (Dean’s log shows a

February 3 phone conversation with Liddy.) Dean arrived late.

Liddy had handed out some papers, including papers with budget

figures on them. A short discussion ensued<after Dean arrived.

Dean became aware that the cost of the proposallhad been halved,

but it still involved electronic surveillance.

At this meeting or the prior meeting, targets for electronic

surveillance were discussed; two of these were Democratic

candidates who would be staying at the Fountainbleu Hotel in

Miami during the Democratic Convention, and the "Democratic

Headquarters."
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Dean stated that these matters should not~ib~ discussed

further in the Attorney General’s presence, and this ended

the meeting. Mitchell neither approved nor disapproved the

plan. As they left the meeting, Dean (in Magruder’s presence)

told Liddy that Dean didn’t want to talk to Liddy any further

about this proposal and didn’t want to have anything to do

with it.

Report to Haldeman

Within a few days, Dean at his request met with Haldeman

in Haldeman’s office. Higby worked Dean into Haldeman’s

scheduled when an-appointment was cancelled.* Dean described

briefly to Haldeman the substance of Liddy~s plan, said that

muggingsand buggings and so on were not necessary to deal

with the problems as Dean saw them, and urged that neither

Dean nor the White House should have anything to do with this

~ No such meeting appears on Haldeman’s logs. Haldeman’s
Diary shows that he met with Dean on the afternoon .of
February 1 for about half an hour, and again in the afternoon
on February 2 for about half an hour. The February 2
entry shows Dean present with Colson, or Dean going in during
a time Colson was scheduled to be present. Haldeman’s Diary
does not show a meeting with Dean after February 4 till
March 9. In the inte~’~m, on about February 12, Haldeman went
to China for two weeks. Dean’s log does not. show any calls
from Higby at about this time. Thus Dean should be questioned
about the last-minute nature of the scheduling of this meeting.
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Haldeman agreed that Dean should have no part of

it and so instructed him.

Thereafter, Dean had no conversation with Liddy about

Liddy’s program, though they discussed legal and campaign

matters. On one occasion,~ .LZddy attempted to bring the

matter up, but Dean reminded him they weren’t~going to discuss

it any further.

Liddy-Magruder Dispute

In about late March, Magruder and Strachan both told Dean

about a serious argument between Magruder and Liddy. About

the only thing that Dean could suggest to Strachan, who was

concerned about the matter and wanted to resolve it so that

Liddy stayed at CRP, was that Strachan turn to Mardian to

resolve the problem.*

June 18

Dean first learned about the Watergate break-in in a

telephone call to Fred Fielding on the morning of June 18,

* Dean has not testified concerning what conversations he
may have had with Magruder about this: Magruder claims Dean
interceded on Liddy’s behalf; Dean will probably deny this.
Dean’s testimony about Mardian is unclear: he may have
suggested that Strachan use Mardian as the new counsel and
intelligence chief, in place of Liddy; or that Mardian be
assigned the task of "mediating" the Liddy-Magruder dispute.
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when Dean returned to San Francisco from Manila. ::~Dean then

flew to Washington that day, and had a conversation with

Fielding at Dean’s home on the e~ening of June 18, at which

time Dean learned that McCord was among those arrested and

that someone arrested had on his person a check with Howard

Hunt’s name on it.

Morning of June 19

On the morning of June 19, Dean was contacted by Jack

Caulfield who told Dean in ~s~bstance what Fielding had already

related. Shortly after, Dean received a phone call from

Magruder who said that the arrests posed a serious PR problem

but they were working on it, and that this was all Liddy’s

fault, Liddy had messed things up. Dean also received a phone

call from Ehrlichman who said that (I) he had learned about

the break-in over the weekend, (2) he had been in touch with

the "people in Florida," and (3) he had spoken with Colson

over the weekend. Ehrlichman asked Dean to find out if

Colson had any involvement. Dean related Magruder’s phone

conversation and suggested that he (Dean) talk to Liddy directly

to see what had happened. Ehrlichman agreed with this. idea.

During the morning, Dean received phone calls from Hugh

Sloan, who told Dean Sloan was "worried" and wanted to meet
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with Dean, .and from Strachan, who also said he wanted to

meet with Dean.

Dean also talked wi;thColson, who denied any involvement

but expressed concern about Hunt’s having been on Colson’s

payroll. Colson claimed Hunt was no !onger employed at the

White House and asked Dean to.check on this; Dean instructed

Fielding to consult the personnel people on Hunt’s employment

status.

During one of a number of conversations with Colson,

Colson mentioned that Hunt had a safein the White House.

Colson also mentioned that he wanted to meet with Ehrlichman

that afternoon, and wanted Dean tO be present.

Sometime during the day, Fielding reported back to Dean

that Hunt appeared to be still on the payroll as a consultant--

that there was no record of termination of his services.

June 19 Meeting with Liddy’

Around midday, Dean phoned Liddy and asked to meet with

him. Liddy came to Dean’s office and they then walked down

17th Street. Liddy told Dean that those arrested were "his
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men" and took full blame for what had happened.~ Liddy expressed
their

concern about XRe¥±ze be±rig ±n jail and felt that something

should be done to get them out. Liddy said he’d been pushed

by Magruder to make the entry--that there had been a prior

entry and placement of a bug, but that the beams in the

building prevented clear transmission. Magruder had also

expressed interest in having photographs of documents that

were viewed, but not photographed, on the first entry. Liddy

also told Dean Liddy would be a soldier and would agree to

being.shot on the street if that were deemed necessary. Dean

asked about Hunt, and Liddy said only that Hunt had been

involved in recruitin~ the arrested men, but did not say that

Hunt had any knowledge of or involvement in the break-in.

Liddy said that no one else in the White House was involved.

Liddy said he’d had to use McCord because his budget had been

cut severely, and he eM~ couldn’t hire people he wanted to

hire. Liddy suggested that Dean obtain FBI files if he

wanted to be on top of any FBI investigation into this matter.

Liddy said he would never divulge what he knew, and Dean told

Liddy he.would not be able to talk about these matters with

Liddy again.

Report to Ehrlichman
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After meeting with Liddy, Dean met with Ehrlichman in

Ehrlichman’s office and reported to him everything that Liddy

had said. (Ehrlichman’s logs show three meetings with Dean

on June 19.) Dean also told Ehrlichman at this time about

the January and February planning meetings in Mitchell’s

office, trying to piece together for~Ehrlichman everything

that Dean knew about the background of the arrests. Ehrlichman

said that he was going to see Colson that afternoon and

wanted Dean to be present. Ehrlichman also asked Dean to

find out what was going on in the FBI’s investigation.

Thereafter, Dean phoned Kleindienst and later met with

Kleindienst.*

Dean’s Role as "investigator"

Dean was never instructed by Ehrlichman or anyone else

to conduct an "investigation" into Watergate or to determine

whether any White House personnel were involved. As liaison

to the Justice Department, Dean dealt with Justice more than

others at the White House; furthermore, Ehrlichman in substance

indicated to Exs~xM~MxE Dean that Dean should keep his ears

* We should inquire further into these discussions.
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open and learn anything he could abo.ut what was going on.

June 19 Meeting with Strachan

Sometime in the.afternoon of June 19, Strachan came to

Dean’s office. Strachan appeared shaken. Strachan told Dean

that Haldeman had instructed Strachan to destroy and clean

out certain of Haldeman’s files that were embarrassing or

might cause problems. Strachan said that the files were now

"clean." Strachan’s description of what he had destroyed was

general at that time. Dean had several conversations with

Strachan about this matter over the ensuing weeks. Dean had

the impression that the matter was on Strachan’s mind, because

Strachan kept bringing it up. The sum of what Strachan told

Dean during several conversations was that Strachan had

destroyed (i) "politically embarrassing" documents; (2) notes

of meetings in which Haldeman had participated; (3) what Strachan

thought was wiretap information; and (4) a memo evidencing an

instruction from Haldeman to Magruder to change CRP’s intelli-

gence capacity from Muskie to McGovern. Dean’s recollection

is that the wiretap material was material Strachan said he

thought came from the DNC, but Dean cannot recall a precise

statement to this effect and it may be that this recollection

is an impression gleaned from the total conversation with

Strachan. Dean did not interrogate Strachan on these matters.
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June 19, 4:00 p.m. Meeting                           ~

In the late afternoon of June 19 (Ehrlichman’s log

shows a 4:00 p.m. meeting), ~Dean met with Colson and Ehrlich-

man at Ehrlichman’s office. Ehrlichman asked where Hunt

was, and Dean and Colson said they didn’t know. Ehrlichman

then told Dean to phone Liddy and tell him to have Hunt get

out of the country. Dean used a telephone in-.the office to

call his secretary and ascertain Liddy’s phone number at

CRP; then he phoned Liddy and relayed the instruction. Liddy

said he would pass it along. Within a few minutes, however,

both Dean and Colson expressed reservations about whether this

was a good idea. Ehrlichman instructed Dean to phone Liddy

and retract the instructions; Dean did so, again on a tele-

phone in Ehrlichman’s.office. Liddy said he did not know if

that would ~ss±~x be possible.

There was also a discussion of Hunt’s employment status.

Colson argued that Hunt had been terminated and should no

longer be on the payroll, and had done no work since March.

Dean replied that, according to Bruce Kehrli’s office, Hunt

was still on the payroll. Ehrlichman then asked Kehrli to

come to the office with ~z~ Hunt’s personnel file. Kehrli

did so, and said his records reflected Hunt still on the pay-

roll~ to which Colson continued to object. The matter was

not resolved.
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Before Kehrli’s arrival, Colson had expressed concern

about the fact that Hunt had a safe .in the White House, and

about ramifications of the contents of this safe. Colson

said they could be very embarrassing and damaging and should

be secured. When Kerhli arrived, Ehrlichman took up with

Kehrli how safes were opened at the White House. Ehrlichman

then instructed Kehrli to have ¯this done with Hunt’s safe and

to have the contents delivered to Dean.

Meeting at Mitchell’s Apartment

In the early evening of June 19, Dean attended a meeting

at Mitchell’s Watergate apartment. Dean had been asked by

Magruder or Magruder’s secretary., to attend. When Dean arrived,

Mitchell, Mardian, and Magruder were all present. Dean cannot

recall whether or not LaRue was present; he believes he

might have been. It was apparent that a discussion had been

taking place in the second floor den before Dean arrived,

and shortly after Dean arrived Magruder departed.* There

was then discussion among all present about the PR aspects

of the arrests, and of the fact that Magruder had some files

with him which he was taking home; Dean inferred from the

* Magruder says Dean was there when Magruder arrived and
while destruction of files was discussed. Dean denies this.
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conversation that there had been prior discussion amohg

those present about Magruder’s files.

Dean learned in a discussion with Magruder shortly after

June 19 that Magruder had destroyed or would destroy the

files that he had taken home.

Dean told Mitchell some of what had occurred at the White

House that day, including the fact that Ehrlichman was assuming

responsibility.

Subsiquent Meetings

Dean subsequently met with Mitchell, Mardian, and LaRue

at Mitchell’s apartment on one or more occasions during which

problems relating to Watergate were discussed.

June 20 Meeting

On the morning of June 20, Dean met briefly with Haldeman,

Ehrlichman, Mitchell, and Kleindienst at the White House. This

was a "guarded meeting" in which there was an attempt to

find out from Kleindienst what the Justice Department was doing

in the Watergate case. No one present disclosed any important

substantive information to Kleindienst.
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Dean Meeting with Kleindienst

On the 19th or 20th of June, Dean met with Kleindienst

in the latter’s Justice Department office, at which time

Kleindienst told Dean in some detail about the fact that Liddy

and Powell Moore had come ito see him June 17 at Burning Tree,

and that Liddy had told Kleindienst Liddy was passing along

instructions from Mitchell to get those arrested out of jail.

Kleindienst stated that Liddy certainly seemed to be guilty

to him, based on Liddy’s demeanor, etc. Kleindienst also told

Dean that he had gotten rid of Liddy as quickly as possible,

and that he (Kleindienst) regarded Liddy’s claim that this

message came from Mitchell as preposterous.

At this meeting, Dean informed Kleindienst that the

White House might not be able to withstand a wide open inves-

tigation, and mentioned that it might even lead to the President.

Kleindienst expressed outrage at the stupidity of whoever

had perpetrated the bugging and said that people at the ~qlite

House never seemed to understand that once an investigation

got going you couldn’t just turn it off. Kleindienst then

called in Petersen, and after Kleindienst left for another

appointment Dean told Petersen the White House might not be

able to Withstand a wide open investigation that would go into
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unrelated matters, especially in an election year. Dean got

the impression that Petersen was sympathetic to this problem,

and reported his impression to Ehrlichman.*

* Petersen recalls that at this or a subsequent meeting there
was discussion of someone going to warn the President, and
Dean said he would take care of it. Dean does not recall any
such discussion.
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Contents of Hunt’s Safe ....

On June 20, GSA employees delivered several boxes con-

taining the contents of Hunt’s safe to Dean’s office. Dean

and Fred Fielding went through the contents that afternoon,

at first using rubber gloves. They’sorted the materials, in

rough fashion, into piles. The contents of the safe included

a large number of xerox copies of cables relating to the early

part of the Vietnam war; an attache case containing electronic

equipment; and other material. Within a few days after this;

Dean met with Ehrlichman in Ehrlichman’s office and described

to Ehrlicl~an what was in the safe. Ehrlichman told Dean to

"deep-six" the briefcase and shred the bables and other docu-

ments, Dean inquired about meaning of "deep-si~" Ehrlichman

asked if Dean went over the bridge going home in the evening.

Dean said he did. Ehrlichman said, "Well, just throw the brief-

case in." Dean replied that Ehrlichman could do that himself,

but Ehrlichman demurred.

Prior to this, Dean had informed the FBI that he had some

material from Hunt’s office, which he would turn over to the

FBI. After meeting with Ehriichman, Dean related Ehrlichman’s

"deep-six" remark to Fielding." (This may be admissible only

on rebuttal as a prior consistent statement, if Dean’s testi-

mony is attacked.) Dean and Fielding discussed how Dean could

avoid Ehrlichman’s instructions, and they decided that Dean
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could tell Ehrlichman too many people knew about the fact

that materials had been extracted from the safe t0 get rid

of them all.

Dean subsequently had a conversation with Ehrlichman during

which he told this to Ehrlichman, and suggested that as to the

embarrassing material, it could be given directly to Pat Gray.

Ehrlichman agreed with this proposal.

On or about June 26, Dean turned all the "non-embarrassing"

material over to two FBI agents. This was accomplished in

two stages: one envelope was given to the agents by Dean, and

another envelope full of material was given over later that day

by Fielding, who was asked to do so by Dean.

On June 28, Dean turned the "embarrassing material" (with

the exception of two notebooks and an address book) over to

Pat Gray. Dean notified Ehrlichman, after the other material

had been turned over to the agents, that Dean still had the

"embarrassing" things and that these should now be given to

Gray. Ehrlichman said he was meeting with Gray that evening

and that would be an appropriate time. At the designated time,

Dean asked Fielding to get the material out of Dean’s safe,

and Dean took it to Ehrlichman’s office where Gray was waiting.

Dean and Ehrlichman discussed the situation briefly and then

Ehrlichman called Gray in. Ehrlichman told Gray that they

had some material for him from Hunt’s safe. Dean told Gray
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that the material was unrelated to Watergate but that ~it had a

potential for very great embarrassment should it become known.*

Dean got some envelopes for Gray to put the folders in, and then

left.

Concern About the Dahlberg and Ogarrio Checks

On or about June 21, Dean learned from Gray that the FBI

had discovered that large checks from Ogarrio and Dahlberg had

moged through Barker’s bank account. Stans and Mitchell both

told Dean that they were concerned about the FBI’s tracing

these checks. Stans told Dean that he was concerned about

the Dahiberg check because it might be revealed publicly that

Dwayne Andreas, a prominent Democratic contributor, had actually

been the source of the contribution to CRP. Stans did not

explain his concern about the Mexican checks, but Dean was told

the origin of the money and understood that there was a fear

that the contribution was from corporate sources and consequently

illegaI. Mardian was present during some of these conversations.

Stems also told Dean Stans had checked with Sloan about how

these checks showed up in Barker’s bank records, and had

learned that Sloan had Liddy cash them.

* Gray says Ehrlichman and Dean in effect told him to get rid
of the material. Dean denies this.
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Mitchell and Stans both sought Dean’s help in exploring

ways to keep the FBI out of tracing these checks ~furt~er. As

a result, Dean had another meeting with Gray in which Dean

attempted to ascertain precisely the status of the FBI’s inves-

tigation.

They also asked Dean to ask Haldeman and Ehrlichman to

help CRP "avoid embarrassment" with respect to these checks

and a possible investigation into their source.

Development of the Hush Money Scheme

Within approximately a week after June 17, Dean heard at

a meeting in Mitchell’s CRP office that those directly involved

in the Watergate were.making "demands" for money for bail and

legal assistance. There was also discussion at this meeting

of the fact that commitments were owed to these people to

"take care of their problems."* The commitments that were

discussed included money for legal assistance and "general

support." Toward the end of the first week after the break-in,

Dean attempted a meeting at which Mitchell and Mardian were

present at which there was a discussion about how to raise

the money to meet these commitments. The fact that some of

those involved had a CIA background was raised. Mardian

*Mitchell’s logs show a number of telephone conversations with
Dean during the week of June 19-23, but no meetings. Mitchell’s
logs show that the first meeting Mitchell had with Dean in
Mitchel!’s office was on Saturday, June 24.
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"appeared knowledgeable" about the CIA and stated’ that~ the CIA

could handle this problem itself with its covert funds and

covert procedures for distributing funds. Mitchell agreed

that this idea was worth exploring.

Dean’s Meetings With Walters

Dean then approached Ehrlichman about contacting the

CIA to raise and distribute funds to those directly involved.

Ehrlichman suggested Dean contact Geseral Vernon Walters,

Deputy Director of Centra! Intelligence. Dean phoned Walters

on Monday, June 26; ~alters said he would have to hheck first

on Dean’s authority and Dean told Walters he could call

Ehrlichman. Later, Walters called back and confirmed an appointment

for that morning.

[Dean recollects that he met with Walters twice, on June

26 and 28, whereas Walters’ memos reflect three meetings. Dean’s

testimony concerning the substance of these meetings generally

tracks Walters’ testimony, with very slight variations. See

Dean’s Senate testimony for an account of these meetings.]
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At about the same time that there was discussion about

the CIA getting involved, there was also discussion about

possibly using Kalmbach to raise funds. Mitchell!:asked Dean

to check with Haldeman and Ehrlichman about using Kaln~ach

for this purpose. Dean recalls that this occurred in

Mitchell’s law office at 1701. Dean does not recall that any-

one else was present; it was at the break-up of a meeting.

Mitchell mentioned that Haldeman and Ehrlichman should be

"especially interested" in seeing the problem of the demands

dealt with."

* In the Senate, Dean testified that this occurred after it
became evident that CIA would not go along, and placed the date
as June 28. However, Mitchell was in New York from the morning
of Monday, June 26, until about 5 p.m. on June 28. Mitchell’s
logs show him returning to "Washington" at 5:30 p.m. on June 28,
and show no further appointments that day. Moreover, by the
time of Mitchell’s return, Dean had already phoned Kalmbach.
(Dean’s logs show he phoned Kalmbach and then later made
several calls including one to Kleindienst; Kleindienst’s logs
show a notation at 3:55 p.m. to "call John Dean.")

Moreover, Dean testified to the Grand Jury that he had
"kept Mitchell informed" about Dean’s meetings with Walters.
However, Dean’s log shows no phone calls to Mitchell in
New York on June 26-28, though it shows calls to or from
Mardian and LaRue.

Dean’s Senate and Grand Jury testimony leaves the
impression (which is explicit in the Senate) that his approach

-- continued --
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(cont.) to Mitchell about using Kalmbach came only after
it became clear CIA would not cooperate. However, Mitchell’s
logs and schedule suggest that the two possibilities --
use of Kalmbach and use of CIA -- were probably discussed at
the same time, and that Dean exercised somewhat more discre-
tion himself to forge ahead with getting Kalmbach into the
picture than he has admitted.

Mitchell’s log shows Mitchell meeting with Mardian,
LaRue, and Dean on the morning of June 29 (after Kalmbach
had arrived in Washington), and a telephone cal! to Dean
shortly after noon on the 29th.

However, since Dean is firm on his recollection of
Mitchell asking him to involve Kalmbach prior to the 29th,
our case will probably have to be based on the theory that
Mitchell asked Dean on Saturday, June 24, to explore both
the CIA and Kalm~ach possibilities; or that Mitchell’s
logs are incomplete in not recording other meetings between
Mitchell and Dean on June 21-23 or June 26.

Another wrinkle here is that in the Senate Dean recalled
that on one occasion in Mitchell’s office LaRue mentioned that
Stans had $70,000 or $80,000 in cash that LaRue had received
or was going to receive. This is probably true since LaRue
did get this money from Stans about this time. However,
LaRue testified in the Senate he never made such a remark,
and doesn’t recall it now. Moreover, Dean put this at a
meeting on June 28, which apparently didn’t take place. We
probably would do well simply to omit Dean’s testimony about
this remark by LaRue in our direct case.
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When it became apparent to Dean that CIA would not get

involved, (which Dean says was pretty clear after, his first

meeting with Walters on June 26), Dean spoke to both

Haldeman and Ehrlichman and obtained their approval to con-

tact Kalmbach about undertaking the assignment of raising and

distributing money for those involved in Watergate.

On June 28, in the afternoon, Dean phoned Kalmbach in

Newport Beach and asked him to come to Washington as soon as

possible to accept a "special assignment". Dean told Kalmbach

he was calling on behalf of Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Mitchel!.*

Kalmbach said he would take a night flight if possible.

On the morning of June 29, Dean met with Kalmbach in

Kalmbach’s hotel room at the Statler-Hilton, after meeting

Kalmbach at the coffee shop and finding that they could not

talk there. Dean and Kalmbach went to Kalmbach’s room where

they could hear voices through a door to an adjoining room,

so Kalmbach turned on the television set and Dean and Kalmbach

huddled in a corner of the room. Dean then told Kalmbach most

everything he knew about Watergate at the time, and told him

that Dean was representing Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Mitchell~*

in asking Kalmbach to undertake the assignment of ascertaining the

*, ~* Kalmbach denies Dean ever specifically mentioned any
names. He says Dean always referred to "the~"
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needs of those making demands, raising money to meet ~hose

needs, and distributing it. Dean told Kalmbach’ that this

operation had to be undertaken in absolute secrecy. Kalmbach

said that to do this he would like to use Tony Ulasewicz,

and asked Dean to get Ulasewicz’s telephone number for him

for this purpose; Dean said he would arrange this by calling

Jack Caulfield.

During this or a subsequent conversation, Kalmbach

also mentioned that the operation would have to be conducted

with money that was non-traceable, or "laundered" money.

Dean also recalls a meeting with Kalmbach in Lafayette

Park either on that visit of Kalmbach’s or on another visit

by Kalmbach to Washington shortly thereafter.* The purpose

of this meeting was for Kalmbach to report that he had raised

a substantial amount of money, and because Kalr~ach was

carrying the money on his person Kalmbach did not want to go

through the White House checkpoints to Dean’s office on

account of the possibility that the guards might ask him to

open his briefcase.

* Kalmbach recalls, contrary to Dean’s testimony, that their
first meeting was in Lafayette Park and a subsequent meeting
took place in Kalmbach’s hotel room. In the Senate, Dean
recalled that Kalmbach told him about having raised the
$75,000 on a later Kalmbach visit to Washington, Dean now
recalls it might have been on the same trip, which it clearly
was.
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Kalmbach’s Reports to Dean: Progress of the Hush.Money Scheme

Dean recalls that on two or three occasions ~in July to

September 1972 Kalmbach met with Dean and with LaRue in

Dean’s office and discussed the progress of the raising and

distributing of funds.

" On one occasion, Kalmbach made a report to LaRue on what

Kalmbach has ascertained as to the needs of those making

demands° Dean also recalls that on one occasion Kalmbach and

LaRue exchanged a large amount of cash. Dean recalls that

during this meeting the cash that was being transferred was

counted out.

Toward the end of the summer Kalmbach expressed a desire

to discontinue raising money for this purpose. In September,

Kalmbach and LaRue met with Dean in Dean’s office and Kalmbach,

reading from notes contained on a small slip of paper he

took from his wallet, made a complete report to LaRue on his

activities -- i.e., on the amounts and recipients of money.

After reading these notes, Kalmbach burned the slip of paper

in an ashtray on Dean’s desk.

During the period July-September, Dean had a number of

conversations with Mitchell about the progress of the fund-

raising, inasmuch as demands were continuing to be communicated

by those directly involved. The subject also came up "regularly"

in conversations between Dean and Ehrlichman.
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Dean also recalls having discussions either durin~ the

surm,’aer or after Kalmbach withdrew from fundraising in September

about the possibility of using a Cuban Defense Fund in Miami

as a front or cover for funneling the funds that were being

paid. Dean does not specify with whom he had these conversa-

tions.

Dean’s Knowledge of Possible Use of $350,000 White House Fund

Dean’s first knowledge of the fact of a large cash fund

at the White House was in early April when Strachan told Dean

that the White House was going to get a large amount of cash

from Kalmbach’s left-Over 1968 funds, and asked if Dean knew

anyone who could keep it in a safe deposit box. Dean said he

did not, and did not learn ~urther about whether the money was

indeed transferred to the White House or under what circum-

stances.

Shortly after the break-in, Dean learned from Mardian

that if Sloan were called to testify in the Watergate

investigation, Sloan might reveal the existence of the

$350,000 fund if he were asked a direct question about it.

At about the same time, i.e., shortly after the break-in,

Strachan and Richard Howard came to Dean’s office with

$15,200 in cash. They told him there had been a contemplated
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$22,000 expenditure out of the $350,000 fund, that they had in

hand the remainder of that expenditure, and that they didn’t

know what to do with it so they were giving it to Dean. Dean

put it in his safe and told Fielding that he had done so.

During the summer, Dean had discussions with Haldeman

(and Ehrlichman? others?) about the possible use of the

$350,000 fund to make payments to those involved in Watergate.

Dean objected to such use on the ground that that would involve

the h~ite House directly in payments to the defendants.

Haldeman agreed with Dean’s assessment and took the position

that the money should be gotten out of the h~ite House as soon

as it was possible to find a method for doing so that wouldn’t

raise problems in and of itself.*

Conversation with Mardian

Dean had a conversation with Mardian shortly after the

break-in in which Mardian told Dean that Liddy had related to

Mardian many of the details of Liddy’s participation in the

break-in and Liddy’s activities afterwards. Among the activities

about which Liddy told Mardian (and Mardian told Dean) were

Liddy’s attempts to cover his tracks by wiping fingerprints

* Dean can testify that he never was told specifically what
the $350,000 fund was designed for, and that he participated
in creating the idea that the money was a "polling fund,"
because he felt it would bok bad if it were discovered that
the White House had such a large "slush fund."
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off everything and Liddy’s shredding of "everything in sight"

including soap wrappers from various hotels, a~di’$100 bills.

It is Dean’s impression that Mardian also told him that Liddy

shredded documents at CRP.

Conversation with O’Brien

Sometime later in the summer, O’Brien told Dean that

Liddy had met with O’Brien and Parkinson and Liddy had requested

them to assure ~m that money would be available to take care

of Liddy’s wife’s medica! problems, Liddy’s children, and

Liddy’s attorney fees.

Obtaining FBI Reports’

Both Liddy (on June 19) and Mardian (time uncertain)

mentioned to Dean that it would be helpful to obtain FBI

reports of the Watergate investigation in order to determine

the direction the FBI was taking. Mardian urged that this be

done, At one point Dean and Mardian had such a a conversa-

tion in Mitchell’s presence, and Mitchell urged that Dean seek

the reports. Ehrlichman also approved the idea. Dean approached

Henry Petersen about obtaining FBI reports, but Petersen told

Dean that he should approach the FBI directly, and not go
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go through Justice. Dean mentioned this to Gr~yon one

occasion when meeting with Gray in Gray’s office.

On aweekend in very early July* Dean had a meeting with

Gray on a park bench overlooking the Potoma~ near Gray’s apart-

ment building. One of the topics discussed at this meeting was

Dean’s desire to obtain FBI files. Dean told Gray that this

was for the purpose of Dean’s keeping the President abreast of

the investigation; Gray asked for explicit assurance from

Dean that the purpose was for Dean to report directly to the

President, and Dean assured Gray that this was the case.
Gray

assented.

On or about July 21st, Dean received from Deputy AG

Erickson at Justice an FBI summary of the Watergate investiga-

tion. Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Mitchell, LaRue, and Mardian

read this summary; Dean believes Parkinson and O’Brien also

read it.

On a number of occasions, Dean also received from Gray

raw FBI investigative data including 302’s, summaries of

investigation, and instructions to field office. The first

occasion, Dean believes, was shortly after receipt of the

letterhead memo but might have been before that;**since the

* Gray puts this on a Sunday, probably July 2, perhaps June 25.
Gray says Dean wanted to avoid going to Gray’s office; Dean
says this was Gray’s idea, not his own.

** Gray thinks the first delivery to Dean was in earl~
July. Dean puts it much later.
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reports were not very helpful, the relative time seque~nce

does not stick in Dean’s mind. Dean also retal&s receiving

one large batch of materials after receiving the !!!letterhead

memo. In al!, Dean received two or three batches of material;

in each case, the material came directly from Gray. Dean

recalls picking up material personally on one occasion from

Gray’s office, in .a valise belonging to Gray. On another

occasion he believes Fielding picked up materials at Dean’s

request. Dean also recalls Fielding to return material on

two occasions. One of these was in January 1973. All of the

material from Gray was eventually returned to Gray by Dean or

Fielding. On one occasion, the date of which Dean cannot recall,

Dean asked Gray to furnish him copies.of several 302’s relating

to the Segretti matter, and Fielding picked those up from

Gray~

* Fred Fielding will testify, regarding FBI reports, as follows:
Fielding saw an FBI summary (letterhead memo) of the case
dated July 21, 1972. In the period of approximately July to
September 1972, Fielding picked up or delivered FBI files to
or from Gray’s office for John Dean. Fielding recalls that
this occurred two or three times, and that at least once,
and probably twice, he was returning files. He carried files
in a briefcase, and remembers once arriving at Gray"s office
and having to call Dean for the combination to the briefcase
so that it could be opened. Fielding always entered Gray’s
office through the front door. On one occasion, Fielding
received from or returned to Gray personally a sealed manila
envelope. This was the-only time that Fielding actually went
into Gray’s office and dealt with Gray personally. It is
"conceivable" that this pickup was as late as October 12,
1972.
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Viewing of FBI Reports                                i’ ~     o~

At one time or another, Mardian, Parkinson~ !O’Brien and

LaRue reviewed FBI reports in Dean’s office. The~iinterviews

relating to Segretti were read by Richard Moore.

On the occasion on which Mardian read some of the reports,

Mardian became very exercised and told Dean, in substance,

that Gray was pursuing the investigation too zealously and

somebody should slow him down.

Dean recalls that Mardian, Parkinson, O’Brie~ and

LaRue came to his office on two occasions to read reports;

one occasion was a Saturday or Sunday. This was in approxi-

mately July 1972.~

* Since Parkinson, O’Brien, and LaRue cannot ever recall
Mardian reading FBI reports, we rely exclusively on Dean
for this information; Mardian, of course, denies it. We
may have a hard time here based on Dean’s Senate testimony
that Mardian read reports with others present.
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Sitting In On FBI INterviews of White HouseStaffers

Dean, or Fielding, or Both prepared a number of White

House staff members for FBI interviews, and then sat in

during the interviews. The practice began with Colson,

who requested that someone be present, which was approved

by Ehrlichman. Dean recalls sitting in on ~ the

FBI interview with Ehrlichman and recalls Ehrlichman saying,

in response to a question about the extent and sources of

Ehrlichman’s knowledge of Watergate, that Ehrlichman knew

nothing more than what he had read in the newspapeps, and

that Ehrlichman hadn’t sought or received any information

relative to Watergate other than what was in the public

domain.

In about early July, Dean learned from Fred Fielding (who

had learned from Young who had learned from a roomate) that

the FBI was seeking to interview the Plumbers’ secretary

Kathleen Chenow about the Plumbers telephone listed and
name and

billed under her/residence address. ~ Dean also l._~earned

this from the FBI liason agent at the White House, or from

Gray. Dean also learned that one of Chenow’s roomates had

given the FBI Chenow’s address in England where Chenow was

vacationing, and that~e FBI intended to have their London

office interview her. Dean discussed this problem with

Ehrlichman. Ehrlichman and Dean were concerned that if she

were interviwed cold by the FBI in England about travels
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by Hunt m~ and Liddy, the FBI might discover a number

of things embarrassing to the White House., Consequently,

Ehrlichman approved Dean’s having Chenow ~rought back to

this country to be interviewed by the FBI, so that she

could be prepared by the White House for her interview

prior to its taking place. Dean sent Fielding to England

over the Fourth of July weekend for this purpose, and

Fielding located Chenow in England and flew back to

WAshington with her on the Sunda~ of that weekend. Chenow

then met with Fielding and Young, who prepared her for

her interview.

Obtaining Information ~rom the Justice Department

Throughout the period June 19 to September 15, 1972, Dean

had periodic conversations with Gray and Petersen during

which Dean obtained information about he progress of the

FBI and Grand Jury investigation. Dean passed some of this

information on to Haldeman and Ehrlichman. The purpose of

this was that the "White llouse" wanted to know which way the

investigation was going in order to be able to take approrp±iate

measures should it become apparent that the investigation

would be going into something that would be embhrrassing or

posed a political problem. Dean also passed along the

information to persons at CRP, including Mitchell, Mardian,

LaRue, and others. (Check on this)
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Meeting in Haldeman’s Office

In or about the last week of June, Dean met with Haldeman

and Ehrlichman in Haldeman’s office.~The meeting was a rathe~

short ~ one; in fact, Dean recalls that he may not

even ~ have sat down. Haldeman and Ehrlichman aske~d~!~

~hat Dean thought about Magruder’s

and Mitchell’s positions at CRP. Dean said Magruder was
false,    wl~ich Dean related to ilaldeman and Ehrlici~

developing a~~er story/but that Dean wasn’t .sure it would

hold up, and Magruder might be indicted; therefore, Dean

said, he thought Hagruder should go.
I As to

Hitchell, Dean said Dean had never asked Hitchell directly

if Hitchell signed off on the Liddy plan or the extent to

which Mitchell knew what was going on during May and early

June. But ~atergate was consuming most of Mitchell’s time.

Dean briefly reviewed with Haldeman and Ehrlichman the

planning meetings in Mitchell’s office in January and

February 1972, ~ which Dean had previously discussed

with both of them subsequent to June 17.
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Dean’s Knowledge of Magruder’s Cover Stor~..

Sometime during the summer, Magruder made a reference

~~- - during a conversation relating to Watergate

matters - - to the fact that ~Liddy’s operation had been

approved by Mitchell at a meeting in Florida. Magruder also

told Dean that Magruder had sent information and documents
~virtually everything ~m ~.~agruder had done)

~concerning Liddy’s plan to Strachan at the ~ite House.

Magruder also ~ told Dean that after the first DNC

break-in, Liddy had met with Mitchell in Mitchell’s office

and Mitchell had expressed displeasure with the product

of Liddy’s work.

In or about July, Dean was told by Mardian that

~gruder had made a full disclo~re of Magruder’s own

involvement in the Watergate affair to Parkinson and

O’Brien. Mardian told or indicated to Dean that Mardian

was very upset about this because, although Mardian had

set up the meeting, Mardian did not expect Magruder to

relate to the counsel the facts as they really were.

Dean further hear~e believes from Parkinsonor O’Brien)

that they wanted some assurance that Magruder’s story was

not true, and that Mitchell had reasmured them ~m of that.

During July,~ Magruder began to "evolve" a cover story

for the activities of Liddy and to explain the money that

¯ Liddy had received. ~agruder supplied a number of details

to this story over time. Dean was present when Magruder’s

cover story was discussed with Mitchell and Mardiano
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At one point someone suggested to Magruder that ~he story

needed corroboration; this "may have been" Mardian. Magruder

then obtained the cooperation of Bart Porter in corroborating
and

Magruder’s story. Dean will testify that MitchellL Mardian,

knew Magruder’s story was false; Dean "prssumed" 0’Brien

and Parkinson also knew it was false.

Dean reported on developments to Haldeman arid Ehrlichman;

Dean will testify that he informed Haldeman gnd Ehrlichman,
in August

prior to Magruder’s Grand Jury testimony,~that Porter would

comroborate Magruder’s false testimony.

Prior to Mggruder’s (August) Grand Jury appearance,

Magruder phoned Dean and asked if Magruder could go over

Magruder’s testimony with Dean. Magruder and Dean then met

in Dean’s office, and Magruder reviewed his testimony.

Shortly aftedrthis, Dean received a telephone call from

Larry Higby. Higby said that Magruder was pleased that

Dean had gone over Magruder’s testiomeny and that Magruder

now felt "ready" to go to the Grand Jury.

Shortly after Magruder’s testimony, Higby phoned Dean

again. Higby told Dean that Haldgman was interested in knowing

how Magruder had done in the Grand Jury. Dean phoned Petersen.,

and asked him; Petersen said he would get the information.

Petersen phoned back ~ and said Magruder ~ had gotten

by by the ~skin of his teeth. Dean reported this to llaldeman,

to Mitchell, and to Magruder.
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Shortly after this (late July), Dean learned from

Paul O’Brien that the prosecutors had subpoenaed Magruder’s

desk diary. O’Brien said there was concern at CRP about

this matter because the diary showed meetings in Mitchel!’s

office in January and February 1972 attended by Magruder,

Liddy, and Dean. Dean discussed this with Magruder, who

did not seem to think it posed a problem. Dean also had

a discussion with O’Brien about the idea of erasing one or

more of the entries; but, Dean testified in the Grand Jury,

"they" decided that would not be wise because the erasures

might be capable of detection by invs~tigative techniques.

Shortly before Magruder’s September Grand Jury appearance,

Dean left a meeting attended by a large number of people

which was being held in MitcbJell’s law office at 1701 when

Mitchell took Dean aside and asked him to come with him to

a vacant office. Mitchell asked his secretary to phone Magruder

and ask Magruder to come to the vacant office. When Magruder

arrived, a discussion ensued about how to~"handle’’ Magruder’s

diary entries. (Dean had previously had a conversation with

Mitchell in which Dean told Mitchell that if Dean were ever

called to testify about those meetings Dean’s tetsimony could

be helpful to ~itchell in that Dean could testify that Mitchell

~     did not assent to what Liddy was proposing.)
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Dean suggested that there was onl# one mee~!iing at which

Magruder and Mitchell "had a problem" in explaining Dean’s

presence, and as to that meeting Magruder could say that

they discussed election laws. Nagruder said that was fine

with him.

Grand Jury Appearances

Sometime during the summer (time unclear) Colson discussed

with Dean the fact that Colson, who had been ~ calle~

to appear before the Grand Jury, did not want to be seen

and photographed at the Courthouse. Colson was quite exercised

about it. Dean phoned Petersen, and Petersen arrived at a

solution of having Colson give a sworn deposition at the

lepartment of Jm~tice which would be read to the Grand Jury.

A similar technique was used for other White House

employees.

~en Stans was called to the Grand Jury, Stans discussed

the same problem with Dean, and Dean phoned ~etersen to

determine whether ~ this same arrangement could be

carried out in Stans case. Petersen got back to Dean and

said that the Grand Jurors wantedto hear Stans in person,

and it could not be arranged.

Ehrlichman then approached Dean about ~ why some~h~ng

couldn’t be worked out for Stans, and Dean replied that ~~-

had talked to Petersen but could not work anything out.
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Ehrlichman then phoned Petersen and, .’in Death’s presence,

and chewed Petersen out. After this, Dean returned to his

office and, embarrassed, phoned Petersen to ap&~ogize,

telling Petersen that Dean didn’t agree ~.~ith

Ehrlichman pressing~point and that Dean did not want

to get anybody into trouble.
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~olson’s Grand Jury Testimony

Shortly after Colson’s Grand Jury Deposition in. late

August 1972, Colson sent to ~ean a memorandum he had prepared

on the day following the deposition, and a memorandum

prepared earlier in the summer concerning Colson’s contacts

with Howard Hunt. ~After reading the memos, Dean

could see that Colson’s memo about Colson’s call to

Magruder concerning Liddy’s plan ~probably conflicted

with Magruder’s testimony before the Grand Jury (as Dean

understood it to be). Dean therefore had a conversation

With Colson in which Dean told Colson that the memo might

impeach Magruder’s testimony and that Colson should leave

well enoughX alone and not send ~t to Silbert. -~/~#a ~
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Continuation of the Hush Money Payments,:. ,~i

After Kalmbach bowed out of ~~securing money

for the Watergate defendants, LaRue began efforts to raise

money. Dean informed Ehrlichman of this fact. At one point

Ehrlichman suggested that LaRue should go only to a few

people, not to lots of people throughout the country.

Ehrlichman suggested (to Dean?) that LaRue contact Pappas.

Dean learned from O’Brien and LaRue that a payment of

caxh was made to Bittman in October 1972.

In September or October, Joan Hall told Dean that ~irs.
,in substanc~ ,or def,:and j

Hunt had phoned Hall an~7~ea~i~ ~-~sfaction of

certain commitments. ~[rs. Hall told Dean that >~rs. Hunt

wanted Hall to relate this infornmtion to Colson. Mrs.

Hall told Dean that Hall had started to inform Co!son but

Colson said he didn’t want to hear it and that Hall should

convey the message to Dean. Dean told Hall not to take further

calls and, if necessary, to change her telephone number.

During October and after the election, Park.inson was

the principal "contact" in carrying messages ~ relating

to the defendants monetary needs between Bittman, on the

one hand, and Mitchell, LaRue, and Dean on the other.

Laeer, O’Brien assumed that role. O’Brien told Dean that this

occurred because (i) Bittman did not like dealing with

Parkinson, and (2) Parkinson was getting upset about his o~ ro!~
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Generally, O’Brien reported to Mitchei!,

Mitchell or LaRue ~ would tell ~ Dean;

would also te~l Dean.

LaRue, and Dean.

then O’ Brien

Colson/Hunt Phone Call

After the election and shortly before ~ November 15,

1972, (Dean’s reconstruction would place it on Monday,

November 13), Dean had a conversation with Colson in Colson’s

office during which Colson told .Dean about having recorded

a telephone conversation with Hunt. Dean believes that the

~ call was recorded on the same day on which Dean and Colson
Colson told/         .
Dean that *,~~a the conversation about it.2Dean recalls that Holly
Colson was hav~ . _       _                 "~
a transcript (q~olm was beginning to ~ transcribe the dictabelt recording,
typed and    \                            .     .
would send ~ Dean suggested perhaps Colson did not want to hay
copy to Dean.)~.~+ ~ ~1=~. =~/

a tran~ript made. Colson asked Holm to bring the dictabel

into the office, and gave it to Dean.

Dean then listened to the dictabel~in his own office,

and made a copy of it on his own portable cassette recorder.
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On November 15, Dean travelled to Camp.~D~vid by car

in the morning with Walter Minnick, and met with Haldeman
the President’s ~ den off the main Camp David Lodge.

and Ehrlichman in ~~Dean ~ took the ~

cassette copy of the Colson/Hunt recording with him,

toggther with ~ Dean’s portable cassette player,

in a briefcase. At the Lodge, Dean played the cassettee

copy for Haldeman nad Ehrl~~ - - ~- ~ ....

~ ~her Haldeman or Ehrlichman observed that

the recording certainly was self-serving for Colson.

Haldeman and Ehrlic~an instructed Dean that this

was something Dean should take up ~ with Mitchell. Dean

said he was going to see Mitchell that day; they said this

was something that ~ Mitchell ought to take care of.

After the Camp~ David meeting, Dean ~ driven back

to Washington and flew to New York with Maurice Stans,

where both Stans and Dean met Mitchell at the Metropolitan

Club. After Stans and Mitchell had talked and Stans left,

Dean played the cassette for Mitchell.    ..
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Getting. Out A ~#hite Paper

After the election, Dean was instructed (by whom?) to

prepare a written report of the type the President had

alluded to in his August 29 press conference, ~ which

did not in fact exist at that time. This was to be a report

on Watergate and Segretti. Dean did not in fact prepare

a written report because he did not know all the facts

and did not think the true facts ~~ be made kno~y

" " " ~, ~~t-~i~time,’~ "--~ - -Dean had a conversation

with Haldeman about what would happen if the true facts

were made known by the ~,~ite House. Dean warned Haldeman

that if this were done, Dean, Ehrlichman, and Haldeman

might all be indicted. H&ideman replied, "Wel!, that

doesn’t seem like a viable option, does it." ~erefore,

Dean prepared a series of affidavits dealing with Segretti.

However, these were never made public. Dean attended a

meeting in early-mid December at which Haldeman, Moore,

and Ziegler were present; Ehrlichman was also supposed to

have been present but did not attend. ~e meeting was moved

from one office to another. Moore took the poisition that

they couldn’t be arrested for what they didn’t say, and ~

~he meeting broke up with no deicsion to proceed on making
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anything public, ie.., a tacit decision ~not ~o make an

public disclosures.

Hush Momey ~ Payments After the Election

In November, Dean discussed rdm~m with Haideman what

should be done with the remainder of the r,qaite House $ 350,000

fund. Dean also had m2~iscussions~ with Stans ~ and

told Stans the White House ~v~.~~wanted to find

enough cash to make the fund whole, and then get it out

of the IChite House. Toward the end of November, Stans

phoned Dean and told Dean that Stans had the requisite amount

of cash in Stans’ office, but that Dean would have to

get it im~nediately. Dean could not reach Strachan, so Dean
~d ~ive it to Strachan as soon as possible.

sent Fred ~ie~ ~ng to plc up ~t~~ ~~ reporte~

back that Fielding had picked up $ 22,000 in cash and had

given it to S trachan.

AT or about the end of November, Dean met in his office

wiht Parkinson, O’Brien, and LaRue. Barkinson had a list

of amounts of money which were the needs or demands of, the

various defendants. Parkinson said he had gotten the Ifst

from Bit tman.
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In early December 1972, Mitchell phoned Dean ~nd aske

that $ 40,000 to 50,000 be apprppriated fro~ the ~ite Hous

fund to meet the demands of the Watergate defendants.

Mitchell asked Dean to seek Haldeman’s approval for this,

and said that the need was acute. Dean has previously discussed

this with LaRue and O’Brien. Dean had a telephone conversation

with Haldeman in which Dean passed along Mitchell’s request.

Dean said he did not like the idea but had no alternative

suggestion, that Mitchell said the need was acute.

llaldeman approved ~i~ Dean’s asking Strahcan to deliver

the money to LaRue.                                     it~re ano m~--~he
White House fund wh~le.

Dean then contacted Strachan and told Strachgn to

deliver the money to LaRue. Dean is not certain whether

he instructed Strachan to deliver a specific amount, or

to consult LaRue about the amount; in either case, the

amount "authorized" to be delivered was in the approximate

amount of $ 50,000.

Dean subseuqently heard LaRue discussing with O’B±ien

how to make a delivery of money to the defendants. Dean

knew (from La~u~) that a payment was made in early ~ecember.
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In December, Dean had further discussions w$th LaRue,

Mitchell, and O’Brien about the fact that ~the defendants~

were continuing to make demands. LaRue requestdg more money

from the White House fund. Mitchell and Dean hag several

conversations and Mitchell finally told Dean they simply

had to have it, ~litchell ashed Dean to check with Haldeman.

Dean d~scussed ~~~w~ with Haldeman the ~ossibility

of simply transferring the balance of the fund to LaRue.

Ha!deman approved this, and told Dean to be sure to get

a receipt for it. Dean then ~honed Strachan and told

Strachan to deliver the balance of the money to LaRue.

This occurred in early January 1973. Strachan reported

back to Dean, in a telephone call, that Strachan had

delivered the money but had been unable to get a receipt.
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CIA Defense

In or about early December, O’Brien told Dean that

attorneys for the defendants were considering mounting

a "CIA defense" in which they would subpoena CIA documents

and officials at trial and, when the CIA refused to

acknowledge the subpoenas, claim that WAtergate was a CIA

operation and that the defendants had been "disowned" by CIA.

Bittman was one of those proposing this defense. Dean

understood from O’Brien that this was to be a bogus defense;

indeed, O’Brien mentioned to Dean at one point that they

might look to the White House to intercede with CIA in

getting some help for this defense. *

0’Brien told Dean that McCord had decided not to go

along with any such defense.
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Hunt’s Plea/Clemency/Colson

After the death of Hunt’s wife, O’Brien reported to

Hunt was seeking a psstponement of his trial, O~mDean that

.,
~J~t 5~t~mar, had told O’Brien that Hunt was hoping the

Government ~ could help by arranging for Hunt to be

~~am i n e d~
~~y a sympathetic doctor. Dean discussed this mattew~

with both Mitchell and Petersen; DEan asked Petersen if there

was anything they could do. Petersen said he didn’t know,

but would find out.

By about mid-December, Dean also learned from O’Brien

that if Hunt were forced into the position of negotiating

a plea, Hunt would be seeking some assurances about the

length of time he would have to spend in jail.*

At abou~ this same time, Dean learned from O’Brien also

that Hunt wanted Bittman to meet with Colson about Hunt’s

problems.
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At the beginning of January, Dean had a telephone

conversation with O’Brien from the ground ¢~i0nm~unications

station of Air Force One in Palm Springs. O’Brien, in a

guarded conversation, told Dean that there were serious

problems with one of the defendants; from ~ this, Dean

conclcuded that Hunt was "off the reservation." *

O’Brien urged Dean to contact him when Dean returned to

Washington. Dean reported generally on this conversation

to llaldemmn on the airplane; Haldeman replied that Dean

also seemed to have bad news rather than good news.

Dean met O’Brien the next morning. O’Brien reported

that Hunt was going to plead guilty but wanted some

assurances before going ahead with it, and that despite

several attempts by Bittman to see Colson, Colson was

unwilling to meet with Bittman. That morning, when Dean

arrived back at his office, he m also found that Colson

had forwarded to him a letter from Hunt to Colson asking

Colson to meet ~ with Bittman.

* O’Brien confirms this telephone conversation. However,
O’Brien does not confirm a subsequent meeting at which he
told Dean Hunt was seeking specific "assurances."
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Dean talked to Ehrlichman to mmm~± enl!i~t Ehrlichman’

aide in inducing Colson to meet with Bittman. Dean then

spoke with Colson and urged on Colson the importance of

meeting with ~ Bittman. ~ Colson reluctantly

agreed. Dean then spoke to O’Brien and informed O’Brien

that Colson would meet with Bittman. Dean also informed

O’Brien that Colson would be a "reluctant ~4~ lady" in

this and if Bittman had anything he could say to "get

Colson’s attention" in the matter this was the time for

Bittman to do so.*

* O’Brien does not confirm any of this communication from
Dean about the Colson-Bittman meeting having been set up,
or about Colson being a "reluctant lady," or about
Dean urging that Bittman lay on Colson anything he had.
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On January 3, .in the early evening, C~lgon either

~~ phoned Dean or came to Dean’s office and said

that it was imperative that they both meet with Ehrl~chman

immediately. Colson and Dean met Ehrlichman in Ehrlichman’Y

office immediately thereafter. "~Although Colson had been

very upset when speaking with Dean, Colson had pul~ed himself

together by the time they met with Ehrlichman. Colson

was guarded in what he said about his meeting with Bittman
~~.~. ,,~’    a lea

Colson stated that Hunt was ~~~ but did

not want to go to ~ail for the rest of this life. Colson

spoke about Hunt’s family and~is plight with the loss of

his wife. Colson said he had been to~ Hunt could not stan~

more than a year in ~ jail. Colson ~ said that

the only fair thing to do was to communicate some assurances

reagrding clemency to Hunt, through Bittman. ~olson said he

thought he (Colson) could do this without making any overt

commitments that would come back to haunt the ~ite House.

~Colson said Bittman was waiting fom an answer, and indicated

that there was quite a bit of urgency in his getting back

to Bittman about Hunt’s ~ situation.

Ehrlichman stated that Colson should not discuss this with

the President but, rather, that Ehrlichman ~ do so.
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Ehrlichman msked                      ":’
On January 4,~Dean       -- "     " ~~ .           to join him

in lunching with Kleindienst.~Ehrlichman
Labstract~

asked Kleindienst in general and~~S~~ terms what

the Government could do, if anything, to lighten the potential

for long sentences on the part of the~ defendants in

the upcoming Watergate trial - - for ~ example, whether

the Government could make a recommendation for no jail

~sentence; what the mechanisms for parole were; etc.

The conversation was more procedural than aimed at the

particular instances of~the ~atergate case. Kleindienst

replied generally that he didn’t know too much about such

mateers and would have to check with Petersen.

Shortly after lunch, Petersen phoned Dean and said

he was calling at Kleindienst’s request to arrange a meeting

with Ehrlichman. Petersen said that he would tell Eh~lichman

that there was no possibility of the Government recomemmding

no ~ in the Watergate case. Petersen said, moreoever,

that after sentencing the defendants would be taken before

the Grand Jury again and immunized in an effort to obtain

more i~formation from them. Dean told Petersen not to bother

to meet with Ehrlichman, that Dean would relay the message.

Dean then phoned Ehrlichman and told Ehrlichman what

Petersen had had to say. Either in that or a subsequenet

telephone conversation that day, Ehrlichman told Dean that

Ehrlichman had, or was going to, tell Colson to go ahead and

meet with Colson again anyway.
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Shortly after, Colson called for another meeting, and

Dean, Colson and Ehrlichman again met in Ehrlichman’s office.

Colson there reported on his second meeting with Bittman.

Colson said it had gone well, that Colson had given assurances
and artful

in a roundabout/manner. Colson said he had said things such

as "a year is a long time," and "~w~ clemency matters

are usually considered around Christmastime." Dean s~d

that when Hunt learned of the assurances, the other defendants

were going to want ~ similar assurances. Ehrlichman

replied affir~tively that that could be done.

Dean walked back to the EOB with Co!son, and during

this walk Colson said that despite Ehrlichman’s instruction

Colson had had an opportunity to speak with the President

on another matter and had brought up the subject of Hunt’s

problem, because Colson did not want to be in a position

of bluffing his old friend Hunt on such an important matter.

Dean later learned from O’Brien that Hunt was satisfied

with the assurances that had been extended. *

* O’Brien staunchly denied communicating any such thing to
Dean. O’Brien says he didn’t even know Colson and Bittman had
met until Dean informed him of the fact after the event.
O’Brien says Bittman never told O’Brien anything about the
meeting, so O’Brien would have no way of knowing whether or
not Hunt was relieved by whatever Colson told Bittman.
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Suppression Motion

In or about ~te December, Dean met with Petersen and

the prosecutors at the Justice Department to review the

chain of custody of materials taken from Hunt’s safe in

June 1972. During that meeting, Dean told Petersen that

some ~ the items from the safe had not been turned over

to FBI agents but had gone directly to Gray. Dean also

told Petersen that Deanwould so testify if called to the

stand in any suppression hearing, and that Dean would not

lie for Ehrlichman.
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McCord Clemency                                     , ,

.    from"
While on Christmas vacation, Dean learned~that Caulfield

had received a letter apparently from James HcCord. CAulfield

showed Dean the letter in early January. The letter

raised questions about whether McCord would continue to

remain silent and cooperative. O’Brien also told Dean that
Dean discussed this with Mitchell.

McCord was not getting along with his attorney~On or about

January i0, Mitchell asked Dean to have Caulfield sound out

McCord and, if McCord needed to assurances, to have Caulfield

extend to McCord the same assurances that had been extende

to Hunt. Dean told Caulf~eld to contact McCord and, if

n#cessary, to tell McCord that a year is a long time and

that clemency was ~ generally considered around

Christmas. Dean also discussed with ~ Caulfield the

fact that. an effort would be made by the White House to

rehabilitate the defendants, after their release from prison.

Subse@uently, C~ulfield reported to Dean that Caulfield

had ~~~{cCord and had extended assurances, but that
ha&!!a

McCord said he didn’t want assurances, and furthe-r[asked

Caulfield to check on phone calls McCord ~ had made to

embassies McCord believed were wiretapped by the Government,

with the possibilty that McCord could obtain dismissial of
should

the charges against him rather xaa~~ the Government

choose not to reveal the fact of thesextaNmxx taps.

Dean reported this to Mitchell and O’Brien.
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Caulfield also said that the only thing that would mak~

an impact on McCord was telling him the President wanted him

to do something. Dean told ~m~ Caulfield that Dean had no

authority to permit Caulfield to tell McCord that any

instructions came from the President himself.

Dean asked Caulfield to recontact McCord, and Dean kep~

both Mitchelland O’Brien informed of this.

Liddy Call to Kroghi Dean Talked to Liddy~ Rpted to O’~rien

ing
[Query if we have an interest in bring out this

transaction in our direct,case.]
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Magruder’s Job

Approximately shortly after the Inauguration, Magruder

and Dean had a conversation in the hallway near Dan’s office

during which Magruder told Dean that Magruder was going

out to California to test the possibi~ty of a political

campaign and that he wished to ~ obtain a position on the

~ite House staff. Magruder said that he had talked to
~n~_~

both Haldeman ~--~itchell about his ~pplans. Dean then

had a conversation with Haldeman in which Dean said that

Dean thought it unwise for ~agruder to be considering such

options til the Watergate matter had come to rest. Haldemam

agreed and said he would phone Robert Finch in California

about ~im~ Magruder’s plans there.

Sometime in January or February ~ Dean had a meeting

with O’Brien, on a Saturday at O’~rien’s office, during which

O’Brien told Dean that Magruder had told O’Brien that

the Watergate break-in was approved by Haldeman, through

Strachan, and that Strachan had said this came directly

from the President. Dean reported this to Haldeman, who was

surprised and upset and said that it was very unwise for

Magruder to be going around making such statements. After

this, llaldeman instructed that ~ an intensified effort be

made to find Magruder a job. " " .<~    " " ’

the job would have to be one not requiring Senate confirmation,

since Senate hearings might be used to pursue the Watergate

matter.
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At one point, Dean prepared an agenda:for a meeting

to be attended by the Presigent, one of the items of which

was finding a job for Magruder. The agenda included the

notation that "Magruder may be vulnerable (SLoan)."

After Haldeman had attended this meeting with the President,

Haldeman told Dean that the ~resident did not want Magruder

to come back into the White House.
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At some time in approximately early F~b~uary, Dean

and Haldeman discussed appointment of Stans t~o a post

that would require Stans to be confirmed, byX the Senate,

on the theory that Stans’ confirmation hearings would be

turned into a "Watergate" inquiry, nothing of substance

harmful to the Administration would come out (since Stans

was relatively clean), and the ~engress desire to explore

the matter further would be exhausted.
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La Costa Meeting

On February i0 and ii, 1973, Dean met with Richard

Moore, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman ~ at La Costa Country

Club in California to plan White House strategy for dealing

with the Senate Watergate Committee and its upcoming hearings.

Toward the end of the day on Sunday, February ii, the

question came up whether the Watergate defendants would

remain silent. Dean was asked his view, and said that he

didn’t know for sure. Dean said there were continuing demands

by the defendants for money, which was not ~ available.

Dean said that Mitchell had not been convinced to do any

more on this. Ehrlichman suggested that Moore take the matter

up with Mitchell when Moore visited Mitchell in New York

to report on the results of the La Costa meeting.Moore agreed

to do so. After the meeting, Dean told Moore he was beginning

to see ~he dimensions of this problem. Dean advised ~ore

to think twice before bringing this up with Mitchell. Moore

replied that Moore didn’t think Moore could have any

inflience on Mitchell in it, but that Haldeman and Ehrlichman

evidently expected him to raise the matter with Mitchell

so he had better do so.
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Dean Heeting with O’Brien in Florida

On or about February 15, Dean was visited by ~Paul

O’Brien in Florida. Dean reported to O’Brien on the decisions

reached at La Costa; O’Brien ~ told Dean that O’Brien

had spoken to Hitchell and that Mitchell ~anted O’Brien

to get a report on the meeting directly from Dean, even

though Moore was going to report to Mitchell himself.

Dean told O’Brien that Moore had been dispatched to ask

Mitchell to get more involved in raising money for the

defendants. O’Brien Nmedicted Mitchell would go through

the roof when he heard that from Moore. O’Brien phoned

Mitchell and reported to Mitchell what Dean had told him,

a conversation part of which took place in Dean’s presence.

Dean then also spoke to Mitchell briefly. O’Brien told

Dean, after the converesation, that Mitchell had said that

Moore brought the subject of money up, but that Mitchell had

"finessed" it, putting ~oore off.

Subseuqently, Dean had a conversation or several conversa-

tions with Ehrlichman about the money problem. Ehrlichman

suggested that Mitchell go to some of his rich Wall Street

f~mm~friends for money. Ehrlichman also suggested that

Mitchell contact Thomas Pappas.

LaRue also told Dean that LaRue had contacted Pappas or

would do so. LaRue mentioned that Pappas might be more amenable

if Pappas could be assured that somd business dealings in

which he was engaged with La~ue involving oil imports would
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get favorable treatment from the ~rhite House, Ehrlichman

told Dean to let him know what the problem "Was when and

if it arose, and Ehrlichman would make sure it was taken

care of.
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Briefin$ Paper for Kieindienst Meeting      ~ " .....

In late February, Dean prepared a briefing paper for

a meeting between the President and Xleindienst.
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February 27 Meetin$

On February 27, Dean met with the President. Shortly

before this meeting, Dean had a conversation ~ with

E~rlichman concerning the upcoming Watergate hearings

in which Dean told Ehrlichman that Dean might well be called

to testify as a witness and that Dean did not see how he

could assert Executive Privilege because he had not had

any direct discussions with the President on the subject

of Watergate. On February 27, the President told Dean

that Dean should report directly to the President because

~ Haldeman and Ehrlichman were "principals" and

because Watergate was consuming too much of their time.

At the conclusion of the meeting, Dean told the President

that he wasn’t certain the Watergate matter could be

contained indefinitely, and the President expressedoptimism

that it ~ould be, telling Dean the President had confidenc

in him and that everything would turn out alright.

On either February 27 or 28, or about .that time, Dean

had a conversation with the President concerning the use

of the ~ite House offering to answer written interrogatories,

rather then perm~it aides to testify on the grounds that

release of information could be better controlled, yet hte

White House could still give the appearance of being forthcomi1~g.
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Conversation with the President About Strardhan

Dean may have eon£use~h±a conversat±ons w±th the

Pres±dent on March 1-3 and March 1.7. Dean reea1-1-s that on

one occasion prior to March 21 he had a conversation with

the President about Strachan’s having pre-knowledge of

the Watergate break-in.

Subsequent Events

On the late afternoon of March 19, Paul O’Brien came

to Dean’s office and reported on a meeting O’Brien had had

with Hunt in which Hunt was seeking $ 120,000 and was

threatening to disclose the "seamy things" he had done f~r

John Ehrlichman and the White House.

Dein reported this to Ehrlichman and, he now believes,

to Haldeman, either on the 19th or 20th. Ehrlichman asked

if Dean had notified Mitche~l. Dean said he had not.

Ehrlichman asked Dean to do so.

Dean subsequently phoned Mitchell, either on the

evening of the 19th or on the 20th. Mitchell indicated

that Mitchel! already was aware of this. *

* We believe O’Brien informed Mitchell, which would be
consistent with O’Brien’s role at that t~me; Dean has

o’Br~en did so. O’Brlen denlesa recollection that ’ " .
that he told Mitchell. Dean’s best recollection is that
he did not give Mitchell a full briefing on the threat
because Mitchell already seemed to know about it.
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On the evening of March 20, Dean had a t~elephone con-

versation with the President.

On March 20 or 21, Dean had a conversation with LaRue

in which LaRue asked Dean what should be done about Hunt’s

demand and Dean said that Dean wanted nothing more to do

with money and would not tell LaKue what to do. LaRue

replied that LaRue would not pay any money to Hunt witout

instructions or authorization from someone else; Dean

suggested that Larue contact Mitchell if he wanted authoriza--

tion. *

* Dean believes this conversation was on March 20. If LaRue
got authorization from Mitchell on March 21, however,
it appears more likely that Dean and LaRue spoke on March 21.

LaRue recalls this as a telephone conversation. Dean recalls
that LaRue came to Dean’s office.

Dean recalls that LaRue was already aware of the threat,
presuably through O’Brien. O’Brien denies telling LaRue.
LaRue should be questioned about this closely.
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VIII. Indictment returned - 9/15 Dean, HRH, Pres.
conversation - Kalmbach makes final accounting
and bows out.

IX. Money - Hunt demands, $350,000 WH Fund.

XI.

Clemency.

i. Hunt
2. McC0rd

Search for New Money.

I. Kalmbach
2. WH Fund (remainder)
3. LaCosta
4. LaRue



JOHN W. DEAN

Background

Background of Dean.

Status and Titles of Individuals in Introductory
Part of Indictment.

Acquaintance with defendants.

(i) Prove status of defendants in indictment.

(2) Identify Strachan as liaison between HRH and
CRP.

II.

See Liddy
Agenda
X 34-IB
in SS Book 3

Pre-June 17 Activities

11/24/71 Meeting: Dean, Liddy and Mitchell

Introduction of Liddy to Mitchell as.
possible Gen. Counsel for CRP. Liddy says
re intelligence, when I get over I will
assess what you need and present plan.

Dean GJ 15 11/19/74

SC X 39-42

SS 2157-21.58

1218171 Meeting with Dean, Liddy and Magruder.
to discuss proposed Liddy job. Re
intelligence, Magruder ~aid need to get
plan in order. Liddy said when he got
over there he would see what needed and
~ome up with plan.             ~



JNM
Log

1/27/72

-2-

Meeting:
& Liddy.

Mitchell, Magruder, Dean
$i,000,000 budget.

Dean GJ 18

SC X 44-48
SS 2160-2162, 2606-2607

JNM
Log

2/4/72 Meeting: Mitchell, Magruder, Dean &
Liddy.    $500,000 budget.. Dean did not
get copy of budget. This had been passed
out when he got there.

Dean 25

SC X 48-51
SS-2162, 2570, 2607-2608

Several days
after 2/4/72

Meeting:
meeting.

Dean & HRH re above

Dean GJ 28

SC X 51-52
SS 2163, 2391-2392, 2609

Dean tells HRH of above meetings
and that he (Dean) told HRH he
didn’t want to have anything to
do with this; HRH agrees that Dean
should not have anything more to
do with it.



III.
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June 19, 20, & 21 Meetings, Generally

Call from FF to Dean in San Francisco.
Important matter. You need to get back
to D.C.

6/18/72 Meeting - Fielding & Dean - F reported on
break-in; that McCord arrested in break-
in; one of Cubans had in possession check
madeout by Hunt.

(I) Dean" GJ 35
(2) sc x 56
(3) SS 2166-2167, 2460

6/19/72 Caulfield called. Told him about break-in
into DNC - that McCord one of those arrested.
Police had found check made out by Hunt.
Knew Hunt was WG employee.

6/19/72 Magruder calls Dean and tells Dean
Liddy fouled up the operation. They
are working on PR problems. Dean should
talk to Liddy.

Dean SC 2168

DidDean see
Magruder at CRP
on 6/19/727 No.



6/19/72
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JDE calls Dean. .Dean reports on call
from Magruder. JDE tells him to find
out what he can and what Colson’s in-
volvement is. They agree Dean should
talk to Liddy.

Dean GJ 39
SS 2168, 2460

"6/19/72 Strachan calls Dean and wants to meet
him. They agree Strachan will be by
later in afternoon.

SC 2169

6/19/72 Dean calls Colson re Hunt employment
records. Colson denies any involvement.
Colson asks Dean to check on Hunt’s
employment status at White House.
Colson expressed concern over contents of
Hunt’s safe.

Dean 41
SS 2169
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6/19/72

What about
Mitchell?
Nothing

Burning Tree?
No

Dean called Lid~y and Dean and Liddy meet
shortly before noon. Liddy tells Dean
men arrested in DNC were Liddy’s men.
He was using men he had secured through
Hunt. Explained there was earlier
break-in, but info not good. Magruder
pushed for another entry. Magruder had
seen fruits of first entry. I’ll never
talk.

Dean GJ’44

SC 58-59
SS 2170, 2460

6119172

Dean GJ 50

SC X 59, 63-64, 79-80      "
SS 2171-2172, 2372, 2461, 2618

Dean and Strachan meet. Strachan said he
had number of politically sensitive files
including wiretap material. Strachan
tells Dean that HRH had instructed him
to go through his files and destroy anything
that could cause a problem.



JDE
Log
Shows
12 noon

6/19/72
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Dean & JDE meet. Dean tells JDE:

(I) Meetings in AG’s office in January
and February re Liddy budget;

(2) Dean report on meetings to HRH;
(3) Information received from Liddy that day;
(4) He is aware of fact that Liddy could

cause problem because his activities
with plumbers unit;

(5) That Colson., Hunt not on his payroll,
but Fielding still checking.

JDE tells Dean to meet with him & Colson
later in afternoon. Dean should keep
abreast of activities of ~epartment of
Justice and FBI.

Dean GJ 47

sc x 64-65
ss 2172; 2215; 2462

House Jud II 227

JDE
Log

6/19/72
(late
afternoon)

Meeting: JDE, Dean and Colson.

(a) Tell Hunt to get out of town;
call made to Liddy; then Dean called
and revoked order.

(b) Hunt status at WH.
meeting and said records indicated Hunt
still on WH employee status. JDE tells

¯Kehrli to open Hunt’s safe-and give
contents to Dean.                           ._~

Dean GJ 55

Kehrli then joined

SC X 73-75
SS 2172-2175, 2431-2432,

2462,2578
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6/19/72 Evening meeting in Mitchell apartment.
Dean, Mitchell,,Magruder, Mardian and
LaRue. He arrived late. Only dis-
cussion he heard was how to handle
PR of Watergate.

Dean GJ 62

SS 2175-2176, 2425-2426, 2619

6/20/72 Dean, Mitchell, HRH and ~DE meet
Kleindienst. No one tells Kleindienst
anything.    Waltz around. JDE tells
Kleindienst he has asked over to report
on WG investigation. Kleindienst talks
of people who have been arrested,
tells that FBI is taking over ful!
investigation to Kleindienst.

6/20/72 Fielding and Dean g~ through contents
of Hunt safe. Found electronic equip-
ment in suitcase; telegrams, etc.

Dean GJ 67

SS 2180-2183, 2633

[Dean’s description of meeting with
Kleindienst and Petersen described at
SS. (Green book 3) pp. 936-37]
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6/21 JDE calls Dean &nd tells Dean he is
to work with FBI - that JdE has told
Gray this. JDE tells Dean to determine
if Gray is keeping eye on investigation
and keeping it under control.

6/21 Gray calls Dean and arranges appointment
for 11:30 that day.

6/21 Gray and Dean meet basically regarding
procedures for interview of h~ personnel.
Gray says he recognizes sensitivity of
investigation but still must proceed
as special. Dean asks or Gray tells Dean
Bates is in charge. If Dean needs info
call Felts. Gray has extensive travel plans.

6/21 Dean meets with JDE - (I) tells JDE of
meeting with Gray; (2) tells JDE of con-
tents of Hunt’s safe - specifically
electronics equipment in suitcase; (3)
JDE tells Dean to deep six suitcase and
shreds.documents; (4) Dean says why don’t
you do it.

CIA to Obstruct FBI InvestigatioD

6/22 Dean and Gray meet regarding Gray’s
theories and they discuss. Dahlberg and
Ogarrio checks. [Dean already ~ware of
these checks.] Told Dean he was going to
meet with Helms. Told Dean a Miami in-
formant photographer had come in o~f the
street to Miami FBI and told he had developed
pictures for one of Cubans (saw picture in
paper) with DNC letterhead.
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6/22 Dean went back ~o office and called
Mitchell and told 51itchell FBI into
checks, Ogarrio and Dahlbergj going
through Barker’s bank account. Also told
him about Miami informant ~ Gray’s
theories of case.

6/22 eve.
or

6/23 a.m.

Dean told JDE and HRH about Gray’s
theories and FBI investigation into
Dahlberg and Ogarrio checks and story
about Miami informant.

SS 2195-2196

No entry in JDE or HRH logs of meeting
on 6/23. (Tel. calls?)

[Can we
play 6/23
tapes here]

6/23 JDE told Dean to call Gray and tell Gray
that Walters would be calling for appoint-
ment. That he was to meet with Walters
not Helms./~Dean called Gray and toi~
him Walters would be calling for appoint7
~ent and to meet wi~h washers ’hOt’ Heirs.



-

6/23 Gray called Dean and said meeting with
Walters had taken place. Interview
of Ogarrio would be held up but Gray
confused because Helms said no CIA
involvement and Walters said investi-
gation into Mexico might uncover CIA
operation.

[Dean does not remember "call to Gray
on 6/27 saying that CIA has interest
in Ogarrio, but it could have occurred.
If so it would have been because JDE
told him to keep Gray off of this.
See Gray.]

[Gray says that after E had cancelled
meeting with Helms of 6/28 he sent
airtel to interview Ogarrio, but Dean
called early morning on 6/29 and told
him not to interview Ogarrio and Dahlberg.
Dean says this call never occurred.
That undoubtedly E told Gray to hold up
in meeting of 6/28/72-6:30 p.m. when
forged cables turned over to Gray.]



V.    ~oney - CIA & Kalmbach

Sat’.
6/24/72

Dean discusses with Mitchell and
Mardian money for defendants -- use,
CIA funds and covert procedures. They
think good idea - suggest Dean discuss
it with JDE and HRH. Some discussion
of possible use of Kalmbach to raise
funds for. defendants. Mitchell says
HRH and JDE sh6uld be interested in
seeing this problem dealt with. Was
this first time Dean had heard about
commitments? No meeting with Mitchell
and Mardian on evening of 6/20; believes
he discussed this with JDE on 6/21.

Dean GJ 86

SC X 70
SS 2196-2197, 2201, 2647

[See JNM log of 6/24/72]

JDE
log

6/26 JDE and Dean talk re use of CIA funds
and Kalmbach. JDE says try Walters
first. Hold on Kalmbach. JDE said we
have had some conversations with Walters.

SC X 70-71
SS 2201-2202, 2429, 2550, 2647, 2894

[Did not discuss with HRH. (SC 2772)]



6/26 Dean telephone call to Walters and
Walters back to Dean.

GJ 88; 89

.SC X 70-71
SS 2202

6/26 Dean and Walters meeting re use of CIA
funds. See Walters memo - Defendants
"wobbling" -- can CIA use covert funds
to pay bail and salaries while they are
in jail? Walters declines, but will
discuss with Helms. -Walters says use
of CIA would create greater scandal.

GJ 89

SC X 71-72
SS 2202-2204, 2430, 2431, 2648, 2861



JDE log 6/26/72 Dean and JDE meet and Dean reports
on Walters meeting. "Push harder"
says JDE. HRH may have been present.

[What is best recollection on HRH?
Dean can’t say more]

GJ 90

SC X 71-72
SS 2204-2205

6/27/72 Dean and Walters meet again.

GJ 91

SC X 71-72’
SS 2205-2206, 2430, 2431



JDE
Log

6/28/72
(approx.)

Dean reports to JDE and HRH. ClA
not to get involved without President’s
direction that Walters thinks this
would be disaster. JDE and HRH agree.

GJ.92

Dean2206

Deah and Mitchell discuss use of Kalmbach
to raise funds for defendants. They
had previously (6/24) discussed Kalm-
bach’s use. Get JDE and HRH approval.
They approve.

GJ 93

SC X 80
SS 2211, 2650

[No entry in JNM log of meeting with
Dean for 6/27 or 6/28 - Dean met AG
on 6/24. JNM left for N.Y. 9:30 a.m.
6/26 - returned DC 5:30~p.m. 6/28.]
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6/28 Dean telephone c~ll to Kalmbach.
Kalmbach must come to D.C. and take on
assignment.

GJ94

SC X 81
SS 2212, 2650

6/29 Dean and Kalmbach meet - Statler Hilton.
Dean.tells Kalmbach he is being asked
by HRH, JDE and Mitchell to raise funds
for defendants - to meet demands. Must
be absolute secrecy - further details
from LaRue. Use Tony U.

GJ 94
SC X 81-82
SS 2212, 2432, 2651-2655, 2703,

3022-3023, 3025-3029, 3034,
3173-3178

6/29 Dean first tells HRH after staff meeting
that Kalmbach has taken on assignment.

6/29 Dean next tells Mitchell that Kalmbach
will do the job. He will use O.
Dean tells Mitchell he will get information
and funds from LaRue.

6/30 Dean and Kalmbach meet again. Kalmbach
tells Dean he has money. U mentioned
as coming down.



7/1-7/7 Dean has several telephone calls with
Kalmbach and with LaRue. Kalmbach re-
ports of difficulty contacting and
delivering money to or for defendants.
Dean recalls that Caddy was mentioned.
Dean would tell LaRue of Kalmbach’s
problems.

7/7-7/10 Kalmbach tells Dean $25,000 has been~
made to Bittman.

7/7
7/8

Dean flew to Newport Beach and met
on Saturday with HRH and JDE. Had notes
on yellow paper and status report on
civi! suit, FBI investigation, and
money for defendants. JDE told Dean
to tear up yellow paper.

July ’ 72 Dean talked to Ka!mbach and to LaRue
by phone several times during this month
concerning deliveries of money to
defendants. [no specific dates]



VI.

July
’72

Dean had a meeting during this month
with Kalmbach and LaRue concerning delivery
of money to Kalmbach. This occurred
in Dean’s office. LaRue gave Kalmbach
money. In addition, Kalmbach would get
information from LaRue and write it down
on a small slip of paper. This concerned
who was to. get what.

Magruder - Porter Cover Stories Re Money to Liddy
and Meetings in AG Office in January & February, 1972.

[Did you learn money been given to Liddy
prior to break-ins? Where? When?]

Late
June
’72

Mardian tells Dean in Mitchell’s office
that Sloan said he had given Liddy
approximately $200,000. Mardian said
he had discussed this with~Magruder and
Magruder said not that much.



Late
June
’72

Meeting among Ma~dian, Magruder, Dean,
LaRue & Mitchell. All agreed it would
be difficult to account for this money.

At subsequent meetings with Magruder,
Mitchell, Mardian & LaRue - all decided
that story would be that Liddy was on
lark of his own. That mo~ey was needed
to counter expected demonstrations at
conventions.

Late
June
’72

Dean, JDE & HRH discuss status of Mitchell
& Magruder at CRP. Dean tells them he
doesn’t know about Mitchell but Magruder
is vulnerable. They discuss meetings in
AG’s office in January and February, 1972,
and Liddy report to Dean of 6/19/72.
Dean tells them Magruder is going to
say Liddy was on his own caper. CRP had
nothing to do with Watergate break-in,
that money was to be used to counter demon-
strations. Dean also told HRH & JDE that
Magruder was willing to take all blame,
but they decided he wasn’t strong enough.

GJ 11/20/73 p.4

SC X 78-79
SS 2215-16, 2466-67



7/1 Public announcement that Mitchell was
leaving CRP and Magruder was staying.

[What was Dean’s reaction to this news?]

JNM
!og
7/6
7/11
7/17
7/18

Discussions among Mardian, LaRue, Dean
and Magruder in Mitchell’s office when
Magruder said he.would say money to Liddy
was to counter demonstrations. Mardian
said this not strong enough to justify
all money paid to Liddy. Magruder said
he had been talking with Bert Porter and
as a result of fact that Porter had had
dealings with Liddy and would be asked
about these anyway; that he (Magruder)
would say that Liddy had duty to protect
surrogate speakers and that Porter would
corroborate this story.

~Explain surrogate]

GJ 6 (2nd)
SC X 89
SS 2216

JNM
log
7/6
7/11
7/!7
7/18

At subsequent meeting among Mitchell,
Magruder, LaRue, Mardian and Dean, Magruder
explains how dollar formula would work
and told them Porter would corroborate
story.

[Was story false?]         ~



Did Mardian
indicate he
was present
at Parkinson
interview of
Magruder?

Mid-
July
1972

-20-

Mardian and Dean talk. Mardian annoyed
at Magruder for telling the true story
to Parkinson.

GJ 8 (2nd)

8/15/72 Magruder and Dean go over Magruder false
story before GJ. After they went over
story, Jeb asked if anything happened,
would he be tak6n care of as everyone
else had been.-

GJ 9 (2nd)

SC X 88
Dean 2216-2217, 2432

8/16/72 Magruder appeared before GJ.



8/17/72 Higby called and said "Bob" wanted
to know how Magruder before GJ.

Dean calls Petersen re Magruder GJ
appearance - then reports to HRH and
Mitchell and Magruder.

GJ i0 (2nd)
Dean SS 2217

Late
Aug.-
Early
Sept.,
1972

O’Brien meets Dean in his office and
explains that grand jury has asked
Magruder for his diary. That diary shows -
January and February meetings in Mitchell’s
office. Dean, O’Brien and Magruder dis-
cuss what to do about entries, i.e.,
possibility of erasures, etc.

SC 2217

O’Brien and Dean discuss Magru~er
diary. O’Brien said there had been
discussion of erasures of entries
in diary. Both agreed this wouldn’t
do. --
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Dean, Mitchell ~nd Magruder meet and
discuss diaries and what Magruder would
say in his grand jury appearance.
Discuss that they only met and dis-
cussed election laws. All agreed Dean
knew it was false.

[Dean does not remember the ultimate
story that one meeting was cancelled
and the other discussed election
laws coming up’at this time. That
elaboration apparently evolved later.]

GJ p. 13 (2nd)

SC X 104-106
SS 2217-2219

[Log of JNM for 8/31, 9/11, 9/12]
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VII. FBI Reports - Acquisition & Use

[Were you keeping eye on FBI and Department
of Justice investigation of Watergate break-ins?]

[When - How come about?]

Early
July

Dean and Gray meet re Dean getting FBI
reports. This resulted from JDE
telling Dean on 6/21 to work with FBI
and Mardian had told Dea~ to get FBI
reports. That is way to tel! what FBT
~s doing.

GJ 116

SC X 83-84
Dean SS 2198

ist
week
in
July

Dean visits Gray’s office (goes in back
door) and picks up bundle of teletypes.
These Show investigative leads.

Leaveswith them in briefcase.

GJ 118
(See Gray)



July
’72

Dean gets additional FBI material.

[Gray says he got letterhead memo from
Dep. AG on or around 7/21; got bundle
of 302s on 7/28; Fielding got 302s on
Strachan, Chapin, Kalmbach and Segretti
on i0/12/72]        Discusses reports with
Parkinson, HRH and JDE.

GJ 118

FBI reports and letterhead memo were
read by Parkinson and O’Brien in Dean’s
office. Mitchell suggested this to
him in Dean’s presence.

Dean gets 302s from Gray

Mardian sees FBI reports and thinks Gray
too enthusiastic. Tells Dean "someone’s
got to slow Gray down."

GJ 120

SS 2199
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9/15 Indictment returhed in U.S.v. Liddy.

9/15 Dean, HRH and President talk [.tape].
President glad that Dean has finger
in the dike. [Note, go into President’s
announcement on 8/29 of Dean investigation.]

Kalmbach tells Dean he wants out of
money deliveries.

Dean discussed with Mr. Mitchell LaRue
taking over Kalmbach role.

9/18 [Dean call Kalmbach and tell him to get
approximately $54,000 to Mrs. H., rest
to LaRue, immediately?]

9/19 Defendants arraigned in U.S.v. Liddy.

9/20
or
9/21

Dean & Kalmbach meet in Dean’s~ office.
Kalmbach makes final accounting, burns
paper. Kalmbach is withdrawing from
assignment and LaRue will take over.

GJ 101
SS 3224-3225
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IX. ~oney - Hunt Demands, $350,000 Fund.

CWC

Dean
r~emo

Aug. 14 Dean receives note from Colson and
attached letter from Hunt to
Colson. Dean writes on note that
Colson should not respond to Hunt.

A few
days
later

Dean saw Joan Hall at her desk and
she told him she had called Hunt at
CWC’s request and Hunt had said to
her his lips were sealed.

Last
Sept.

Parkinson talks, to Dean about whether
commitments have been made to defendants.
Dean says, lookthey have promised them
the moon and that is the position you’d
better take.

GJ 2/14/74 ~. 27

Oct’.
1972

Joan Hall informs Dean of call from
Mrs. Hunt. Mrs. Hunt making plea for
satisfaction of commitments. Dean
tells O’Brien about message from Mrs.
Hunt to Hall. That these kind of
calls should not be to WH. O’Brien
says let me check with Bittman. Dean
then told Hall not to worry. Don’t.take any more calls.

See Hall notes

Dean GJ 22-23 (2nd)



Fall
1972

Dean is in LaRu~’s office. LaRue
needs to make delivery to Bittman.
Wants to use Kalmbach’s man. Dean
says no. Just have it delivered.
O’Brien was present and agreed.
This was LaRue’s first delivery.

Dean GJ 21 (2nd)

Tapes
on Hunt-
.Colson
cony. -

NOV., ’72

Colson gives Dean tape Qf Hunt-
Colson telephone conversation. Dean
makes copy. In tape Hunt says he is
going to give list of demands to
Parkinson.

GJ 25-26 (2nd)

SC X i00
SC 2259

11/15/72 Demands are reaching crescendo so Dean
goes to Camp David with Minnick and
plays tape for HRH and JDE at Camp
David. They tell Dean to take matter
up with Mitchell.

Dean GJ 27-29 (2nd)

SC X i00
SC 2260-61



~1/15/;2 Dean goes to New’York. Meets Mitchell
in Metro Club and plays tape for
Mitchell in New York. Mitchell makes
no response. Tells him HRH and JDE
told Dean to take tape to JNM.

GJ 29 (2nd)

Dean SS 2262

Late
.Nov.,
early
Dec.

Dean, Parkinson, O’Brien,’LaRue meet.
Parkinson has list of demands or needs
of defendants. Parkinson says he got
this from Bittman.

Dean GJ 33-34 (2nd)

Ii123 Dean at Mitchell’s request returns from
visit at Greenville, Pa. and meets with
HRH and JDE. W_~?

1st week
of Dec.

Mitchell tells Dean to seek HRH approval
for use of some $350,000 fund to meet
defendants’ demands.

SC X 102

Dean SS 2262

GJ 35 (2nd)
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Describe history of WH fund.

Dean GJ (Ist) 105-107; (2nd) p. 32-33

SC 2176, 2397, 2663, 3180
705-09, 2831

SC X 99-103

Early
Dec.

Dean consults with HRH. Defendants
really putting on pressure now. Needs
money to keep defendants on reservation.
HRH approves and tells Dean to tell Strachan
to deliver the money to LaRue. Dean
tells Strachan. Get in touch with LaRue
and work out delivery. Believe LaRue
had told Dean he needed $40,000 - $70,000.

Dean GJ 36-37 (2nd)

SC 2263

Early
Dec.

Strachan reports to Dean he has taken
$40,000 to $50,000 to LaRue.

GJ 36 (2nd)

Dean SS 2263

12/22-
1/3

Dean out and away from office.
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Clemency. Hunt - McCord.

12/31
approx.

Dean receives call from Fielding re
McCord letter. Says Caulfield has letter
from McCord and sounds like McCord has
problems. Jack wants to talk to Dean.
Dean says he will handle when he returns.

112173 O’Brien calls Dean aboard AF 1 re
serious problems re defendants or one
of them. Dean tells HRH one of
defendants is off the reservation.

GJ 46 (2nd)

SC X 107
SS 2268

J~.
2-3,
1973

Dean and O’Brien talk re Hunt’s request
for assurances. O’B~ien says Hunt wants
to plead but wants assurances that he
won’t have to go to jail for "rest of
life." Wants help from WH. Also McCord
not working with his lawyer.

SC X 107-108

Dean SS 2268

Early
morning
1/3/73

Dean talks to O’Brien, tells him he has
letter from Hunt to Colson. Tells
O’Brien that Bittman should get with
Colson and Dean will try to get Colson
to see Bittman.
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JDE
log

1/3/73 Dean sees letter from Hunt to Colson.
It is in his box on his desk when
he" returns to office on morning of
3rd. Dean sees JDE to get his help
to have Colson see Bittman.

GJ 47 (2nd)

SC X 108
Dean SS 2269, 2473-2474

1/3/73 Dean gets agreement from Colson to
see. Bittman. Tells O’Brien.

SC X 108

Dean SS 2269

.I/3/73 JDE calls Dean and tells Dean he
has told Colson to meet with Bittman.



32 -

JDE
log

1/3/73 Colson reports to Dean and JDE re
meeting with Bittman. Hunt does
not want to spend rest of life in
jail. Wants to plead guilty and
wants some sort of commitment re
clemency. JDE says he will discuss
this with Pres. but Colson should
not.

GJ 50 (2nd)-

SC X 108
SS 2270-2271, 2578

JDE
log

1/4/73 JDE calls Dean and asks Dean to meet
he and Kleindienst at ~ dining room.
JDE and Dean meet with Kleindienst
re leniency for defendants (very
vague). Kleindienst says he will
have to talk to Petersen. Will
have Petersen call Dean.

GJ 53 (2nd)

1/4173 Henry Petersen calls Dean. No chance.
After sentence defendants, would be
immunized.

GJ 54 (2nd)
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1/4/73 Dean reports on Petersen conversation to
JDE and JDE.says he has given (or will give)
go ahead for Colson to meet with Bittman and
give assurances ..... ~

GJ 56 (2nd)

SC X 108-109

JDE
Log

1/5
approx.

Dean, Colson and JDE meet and Colson
report~ on Bi%tman meeting. Colson
said he had been able to give assur-
ances without being specific. Dean
and JDE agree other defendants
will have to be given some assur-
ances.

Dean GJ 56-57 (2rid)

[Who did Dean tell of what Colson
has said he told Bittman? Mitchell]
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McCord
letter

Early Jan.
’73

Dean and Caulfield talk re
letter ("trees will fall")
from McCord to Caulfield.

GJ 62 (2nd)

SC X iii et seq.
Dean SS 2272

Approx.
1/8-i0/73

Dean and Mitchell discuss McCord.
Mitch~ [i tells Dean to have

¯ ive McCord assurances
similar to those given Hunt.

GJ 63 (2nd)

Dean SS 2272-2273, 2548

i/8-i0/73 Dean reads McCord letter to
O’Brien. Tells O’Brien to get
word to McCord, a friend from
WH will call him.



- 35 -

Dean reports to Mitchell and O’Brien on
Caulfield’s report.

Dean SS 2276-77

Dean suggests Caulfield see McCord again.
Caulfield sees McCord second time and
reports to Dean’ Dean reports to -
Mitchell and O’Brien.

GJ 68 (2nd)

~McCord leaves diary in Caulfield’s car.
Caulfield brings it to Dean and tears it
up in Dean’s presence.]

[Discuss with HRH and JDE the McCord events.]



-36 -

Dean calls Cau!field with request
that he meet McCord. Caulfie!d.
suggests Tony U and takes down
message. Caulfield says he will
have it delivered. Message
"year a long time - clemency
comes around Christmas."

GJ 64-66 (2nd)
Dean SC 2274, 2547, 2574, 2675

1/11/73 O’Brie~ calls Dean. Tells Dean
McCord wants to meet personally
with. Caulfield. Dean tells
Caulfield.

Dean SC 2274-75

Caulfield reports to Dean on
meeting with McCord.

Dean SS 2275-2276

Ist



IX.

-37-

Search for New Money.

ist.wk.
Jan.
’73

O’Brien informs Dean that demands for
money are continuing.

Jan.6,
1973

As a result of a call from Krogh, Dean
talks to Liddy and Liddy advises his
attorney needs money. Dean agrees to "
pass it on and’passes information’on
to O’Brien.

[o,Brien tells LaRue]

Jan.
’73

Dean had conversation with HRH re
further use of $350,000 by sending it
to Inaugural Committee and using it
from that committee to pay defendants.
Also computer cover for LaRue to raise
money.

Jan.
Feb.
’73

Mitchell, Dean and LaRue to discuss
money needs for defendants and to
replace White House fund. At this
meeting Mitchell suggests to LaRue
that LaRue raise money -- go to Stans
for names,

[LaRue checks with Stans, tells him a
special ~[ need and gets 5 names and
gets $14,000 Babcock money from Stans.]



1/19/73

-38-

Mitchell & Dean meet with Kalm~ach
(after-meeting of trustees of Nixon

Foundation Fund). They seek to
have Kalm~ach get involved again in fund
raising for defendants. Kalmbach shies
away.

Jan.
Feb.
1973

Dean concerned about LaRue going around
raising money and talks to E who ~grees
it’s a bad ide~ and tells him to call
off LaRue. E suggests that Pappas is
a friend of LaRue and Mitchell or
LaRue could.contact Pappas. Dean tells
LaRue not to contact people.

[LaRue has already talked to Carl
Lindner who won’t give money without
knowing purpose.]

Jan.
Feb.
1973

Mitchell and Dean talk and Mitchell
tells Dean that LaRue is trying to work
out a deal with Pappas regarding oil im-
ports and Mitchell suggests that Dean
take up with LaRue the possibility of
getting money from Pappas with a tie in to
the oil import deal.

[LaRue has in fact talked to Mitchell
about legitimate oil import deal with
Pappas but did not intend Mitchell to
pass it on.]



Jan.
Feb.
1973

-39-

Dean tells E of the LaRue-Pappas oil
matter.and the possibility of tying
money with the oil deal. E tells Dean
that he can solve any problem PaDpas has
with the Government regarding oil.

Jan.
Feb.
1973

Dean and LaRue’discuss Pappas and’the
oil deal and agree that LaRue will
approach Pappas to work out the
legitimate oil deal and tie it into
raising the money. Dean informs LaRue
that E will solve any oil problems Pappas
has with the Government.

[LaRue tries several weeks to approach
Pappas and even makes 4 or 5 calls to
Pappas in Greece. LaRue fails to make
contact and ultimately decides not
to continue this approach.]           ..

Jan.
Feb.
1973

Mitchell, LaRue and Dean meet and
discuss need for use of more WH funds.
Mitchell tells Dean to get HRH approval.

[Dean thinks final direction comes in
telephone call from Mitchell.]



Jan.
Feb.
1973

-40-

Dean gets HRH approval for rest of WH
fund.

Jan.
Feb.
1973

Dean tells Strachan to take rest of %~
fund to. LaRue. Strachan reports back
that it was.done.-



- 40-

Dean had discussions with O’Brien and
with LaRue about Hunt’s demands for
more money . [As Dean goes to LaCosta,
therefore, he knows of Maroulis’ needs
and Hunt’s demands.]

2/io/73
2/11/73

Meeting at LaCosta CC - HFH, De~n, JDE,
and R. Moore. Considerable discussion
of forthcoming Senate Committee Water-
gate. Then JDE asks what defendants
will do if called before Com_mittee.
Dean says he doesn’t know and doesn’t
know what they will do if called back
before GJ. Dean says they make demands
and we can’t meet them. JDE says Moore
should raise with Mitchell his getting
wealthy New York friends to raise money.
Moore should go to New York and talk
to Mitchell re more money for defendants.

GJ 76 (2nd)

SC X 113 et seq~
Dean SS 2292-2300, 2575-2577,

2895-2896 [2942, 2946-2966 -
Exh. 32]    3020-3022, 3078-3079

2/ s/73 Dean and O’Brien meet in Florida and Dean
reports for LaCosta meeting. O’Brien
tel. conversation with Mitchell from
Dean room on Dean report.

GJ 80-81 (2nd)

Dean SS 2302-2304



Feb. ’73 Dean ~nd LaRue discuss Feb. payments
(two delivers) for Hunt at Bittman
residence.

WH Secur-
ity Police

Logs

3-19-73 O’Brien reports on meeting with Hunt
to Dean. Seamy things for JDE -
money demand.                    -

GJ 11/20/73 84;
’~<7 211~/.7,!, 1~.

Dean SS 2328, 2382, 2682-2683, 2720

~12o173 Dean reports Hunt demand and threat to
JDE. JDE says better talk to Mitchell.
[What about HRH?]

GJ 11120/73, 86
GJ 2114/74 14

SC X 118
Dean SS 2332

House Jud II 247-249



- 43-

3/20/73 Dean called Mitchell - not in office -
got him at home. Told him that JDE had
asked him to bring Hunt money demand to
his attention. Very abbreviated conv.
butHunt demand communicated. Greek
bearing gifts. Mitchell said he would
call about it tomorrow.

3/20/73 Dean - Kro~h discuss fact that Fielding
office break-in pictures are at Justice -
things going to blow. Hunt demand and
seamy things threat discussed.

See Krogh     ..

See Dean House iI 247

3120173 Eve. call from Pres. Stroking call. Dean
asks for meeting next day. [Note - JDE
called Krogh at 4:30 apparently from
President’s office.]



- 44 -

3/20 or early
3/21/73

Dean and LaRue discuss Hunt demand. Dean
says "I am not going to have anything
to do with it - take it up with Mitchell."
LaRue said o.k. and left.

GJ 11/20/73, 87
GJ 2/14/74, p. 16

House Jud II 249-50

WH    3/21/73
Tape    (late

Meeting: President, HRH and Dean re
disclosure and problems to President.
Hunt demand and threat.

Dean SS 2329-2334, 2679-2686,
3036-3039, 3099-31’12,
3167-3172

JDE 3/21/73
Log

Dean-HRH-JDE meeting. HRH tells Dean
Mitchell would be down 3/22 for meeting.
Need to get Mitchell to step forward
and take responsibility and that might
end investigation.

GJ 2/14/74 16
Dean SC 2334
House Jud. IIp. 251



-45-

WH
Tape

3/21/73 Dean, HRH, JDE and Pres. meet. Pres.
wants to know what to do about Hunt’s
finances. They discuss a Dean report
that Pres. can rely on if things blow

3/21/73
after
6:00 pm

JDE calls Dean and tells Dean that Krogh
has visited him..

[JDE log shows he met Krogh at 6:00 pm.]

JDE
Log

HRH
Log

3/22/73 Dean, JDE & HRH talk with Mitchell.
Mitchell says don’~ think it (Hunt)
is a problem.

GJ 11/20/63 87
GJ 2/14/74 17

SC X 119
Dean SS 2335, 2583, 2715

House Jud II 251



46 -

WH
Tape

3/22 Dean,’HRH, JDE and Mitchell meet Nixon.
"Stonewall, take fifth", etc.

Dean

3/2~/73 McCord letter to J. Sirica.

312~173 O’Brien called Dean.and read to him
McCord letter.

3/2~/73

3/2~/73

Dean called JDE to report letter. JDE
already had copy. Dean says appears to
be no problem. All hearsay.’

Pres. called Dean. "You are right, some-
one broke rank." Suggested Dean go to
Camp David.

3/23-3/28 Deanat Camp David. Call from HRH re
report - commences to prepare report.

Dean SC 2342-48, 2690

House Jud II 253



Not first idea of report on Watergate.
Shortly after election in Nov. 1972 he
discussed putting out report with HRH.
Decided that true reprot would hurt
Magruder, Mitchell, Dean, JDE and HRH.
HRH says this not viable option.

Dean GJ 29-30 (2nd)

SC 2253,2893

Also reportdiscussed in meetings with
Pres., JDE and HRH on 3/21 and 3/22.
Purpose of report would let Pres. say
he acted on counsel if things broke open.

3/28 HRH calls Dean and insists. Dean come
back and meet with Mitchell and Magruder.

Dean SC 2348



3/28 HRH a~d Dean meet when Dean returns.
HRH insists he talk to them.

3/28/’73 Meeting - Dean, Magruder, and JM meeting
to make testimony consistent with each
other. JM in effect admits signing
off on break-in. Thought 3 or 4 times
removed from CRP.

Dean SC 2348

SC X 136

4/8/73 Dean called HRH - told him’he was going
to meet with Prosecutor. HRH asked him
not to. "Once toothpaste is out of the
tube it’s hard to get back’ in."

Dean SC 2359-60

4/8/;3 Dean commences meetings with Prosecutors.

House Jud II 254



4/8/73 Dean ~eets with JDE and HRH. Dean
tells h@ is going to be called to GJ.
Dean tells them he is going to tell
truth about payments to defendants.
JDE says you tell them these were for
a defense fund. Dean says this would
not sel!. JDE says sell it.

[Relate Dean’~ finding of Hunt’~ note-
books after trial of original Watergate
seven, and their destruction. Also his
telling H. Petersen in Dec. ’72 that
he had given all material from Hunt’s
safe to Gray.]

[Plea to obstruction of justice 10/19/73
and sentence 8/2/74]



XII. Hunt "Seamy Things" Threat and Response
[3/21/73 Pres. conv.]

XIII. McCord letter and efforts to cover up the
cover-up.

Mitchell take rap - wagons around P~ite
House.
Dean report on which Pres. could rely if
things fell apart.
"Line" for money raising activities of
HRH & JDE - humanitarian and to keep defendants
from talking to Press, not to keep them from
talking to prosecutors; and that Pres. was
just smoking Dean out in the 3/21/73 con-
versation.
Put all cover-up activities on Dean and
discredit him.


	
	


